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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1 Background 
Analysis of latent variable models is a multivariate statistical technique to assess interrelationships 
among a set of observed and latent variables. In recent years, it has been found to have extremely wide 
applicability in the behavioral, medical and social sciences. Traditionally, this method has been carried 
out under the assumption that the outcome variables have a multivariate normal distribution. However, 
in many applications, due to the nature of the problem or the design of the questionnaires, some or 
all observed variables are in non-normal form such as ordered categorical outcome variables. Typical 
examples of such variables include performance items, Likert attitude scales with five scale points scales 
(e.g., "strongly disagree", "disagree", "neutral", "agree", "strongly agree"), quantitative genetic mani­
festations of discontinuous traits, or feelings towards a certain drug. Models with categorical observed 
variables are obviously much more difficult to handle than models which assume that all observed vari­
ables are continuous. Until recently, methods for dealing with multivariate non-normal outcomes have 
been limited, but this is now an area of active research. At this point, all existing approaches are for 
polytomous or a mixture of polytomous and normal outcome variables where parameter estimation is 
performed through a multi-stage GLS estimation procedure. However, multi-stage GLS estimators are 
not asymptotically efficient and can perform poorly in situations of low prevalence, small sample size, 
and large number of outcome variables. Specifically, multi-stage GLS estimation procedures w>n expe­
rience problems of instability, bias, non-convergence and non-positive définitenese of weight matrices 
(Reboussin and Liang, 1998). Moreover, because multi-stage GLS estimation procedures require stan­
dardization of the outcome variables, these approaches are essentially limited to single group analysis. 
Therefore, the existing approaches for analyzing latent variable models with non-normal outcome can 
be considered lacking in several aspects. The objectives of this dissertation are to: 
1. Propose a new approach for developing statistically sound procedures that furnish meaningful 
interpretation for multi-group analysis and can incorporate many types of outcome variables. 
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2. Propose an approach that allows misclassification for polytomous outcome variables. 
3. Develop a computationally feasible estimation procedure to compute fully efficient 
likelihood estimates. 
2 Literature Review 
2.1 Latent Variable Modeling with Polytomous Responses 
Historically, the method of analyzing covariances and other relationships between latent variables 
and observed variables was originated by psychometricians in form of factor analysis models (Thuistone, 
1944). After continuous development for many years, the more general structural equation analysis mod­
els with continuous outcome variables were introduced (e.g., Bentler ,1983; Jôreskog, 1973; Wiley, 1973). 
These models were later extended to categorical outcome variables by Muthén (1984). The structural 
equation model consists of a measurement equation and a structural equation. The measurement equa­
tion relates the indicator variables to their latent variable counterparts. Let y,- = (yn, • • •, j/<p)T be a 
px 1 vector of categorical indicators of the m dimensional latent variable f, for individual i, i = 1, • • •, N. 
For notational simplicity, we consider here the situation where the categorical indicators yij are dichoto-
mous. The extension to polytomous indicators is straightforward and discussed in Muthén (1984). It is 
assumed that for each observed dichotomous outcome variable there exist an underlying continuous 
variable y'j which is related to ytJ through some threshold parameter 7In particular, it is 
for t = 1, • • •, N, j = 1, • • •, p. 
This is referred to as a threshold model for discrete responses. For multivariate data where p > 1, 
it is assumed that 
To identify the model, the variances for each y'j are fixed to one. The underlying continuous random 
variables y'j are expressed as linear functions of the latent variables £ to reflect the measurement error 
structure. In particular, the measurement equation is given by 
where p denotes the p x m intercept parameter, A denotes an p x m slope parameter matrix and 
Cj&pxl vector of residuals for individual l. It is assumed that €< is uncorrelated with f<. In the 
ci, , if yî j  < 7; 
cy, if ylj > 7, 
y- ~ ATOCZ"). 
y,* = #* +Afj +tj. (1) 
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measurement error model (1), the intercept and threshold parameters are not jointly identifiable so 
that the intercepts are set equal to zero. Alternatively, one might fix the threshold parameters and the 
threshold parameters can be estimated. The second part of the structural equation model consists of 
the structural equation. This part relates latent variables to each other and the observed covariates of 
interest. The structural equation can be written as 
f i=a + Bf i  + rx,  + C i ,  (2)  
where x, is a ç x 1 vector of observed covariates for i t h  individual, o is an m x 1 vector of latent variable 
intercepts, B is m x m matrix of latent variable slopes, r is an m x q matrix of covariates slopes, and 
(jisamxl vector of latent variable residuals for individual i. To identify (2), it is assumed that I — B 
is nonsingular and B has zeros along the diagonal. 
The conditional likelihood of the data y< given the covariates x», i  = 1, •  •  • ,  N and parameters 
6 = (*y, at, vec(A), vec(B), vec(r), vec(*), vec(0))T, 
where # =Cov(£i) and 0 =Cov(ej) is given by 
p(y|x;6) = n/ " [ *(y? I•••*?!. (3) 
i— i J Ai J Av  
where <t> is a multivariate normal density and 
A, = {(-<*>, 7,'], ifyip = Ci (7,,oo,), if Vip = c2  
The conditional likelihood approach consists of rnavimiTing the p dimensional multivariate normal 
integral given by (3) with respect to the parameters 0. Bock and Lieberman (1970) considered a 
maximum likelihood method for a factor analysis model with dichotomous outcome variables and only 
one factor. This has been implemented in the computer package TESTFACT (Wilson et al., 1991). 
This model was generalized to multiple factors by Christoffersson (1975) and Muthén (1978). However, 
for general latent models with many outcome variables, as commonly encountered in practice, direct 
maximization of (3) becomes computationally infeasible. On the other hand, when p = 1 or p = 2, the 
univariate and bivariate normal integrals and their derivatives with respect to the parameters of interest 
are easily calculated. To reduce the computational burden of the multiple integration required in (3), 
Muthén (1984) introduced a multi-stage GLS estimation approach which only requires the evaluation 
of univariate and bivariate integrals. 
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2.2 Multi-stage GLS Estimation Procedure 
If y* given x, is multivariate normal, then all the information is contained in the first two conditional 
moments. In particular, these aie given by 
Since the outcome variables y, are binary, the scales of the corresponding latent response variables 
are  inde terminate .  Muthén  (1984)  cons iders  s tandard ized  y*  var iab les  and  uses  A/ i"  (0)  and  A53* (9)  
to replace the left-hand sides of (4) and (5) respectively, where A is a diagonal matrix of scaling factors 
and 
the first and second order conditional moments are of the form A/i* — ai + Zgx* and AE* A = £3 
where tt\ is a p x 1 vector of intercept parameters, Eg is a p x q matrix of slope parameters, and £3 
is a p x p matrix of tetrachoric correlation parameters. Let tr2 be a pq x 1 vector of elements of £3 
entered row wise and <%3 be a p(p — l)/2 x 1 vector of non-duplicated elements of £3 entered row wise. 
The parameters 0%, 02, and a3 are referred to as reduced form parameters. A three-stage generalized 
least square estimation procedure was then proposed by Muthén (1984) which is briefly described now: 
1. Stage: For each binary yy, j= 1, • • •, p, the univariate log-likelihood with respect to the parameters 
tT\j, 02 j, and fj is maximized where is a 1 x g vector of elements from the j t f l  row of 
2. Stage: For each pair of binary variables yy and j ,  k  = 1, • • •, p, j k ,  the bivariate log-likelihood 
is maximized with respect to the tetrachoric correlation parameter (T^jk given the estimates ob­
tained in the first stage. 
3. Stage: The weighted least squares 
are minimized, where W denotes the weight matrix of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the 
parameter estimates obtained in the first two stages. 
The method described above yields consistent and asymptotically multivariate normal estimates 
of 9 provided that the reduced-form parameter estimates are consistent and asymptotically multivari­
ate normal and the conditional distribution of y* given x* is multivariate normal with nw»n /1" and 
K (») = E (y; I x<) = A (I - B)"1 o + A (I - B)"1 Fx,-, 
Z (9) = Cov(y* j x.) = A (I - B)"1 * (I - B)"1 AT + 0 
(4) 
(5) 
diag(A) = [diag(£* (fl))] . 
Then, Muthén (1984) considers a model reparameterization from 9 to 9* = (7,ffi.ffa.ca)7" so that 
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correlation matrix AS*(5) A (Muthén, 1984 & 1995). Consistency of variance estimates requires the 
additional assumption that the weight matrix W is a consistent estimate of the variance of the reduced 
form parameter estimates (Muthén, 1984 & 1995). Since the publication of Muthén (1984), several au­
thors have written papers using closely related modeling and multi-stage estimation procedures. These 
include the two-stage GLS approaches from Jtireskog (1990), JOreskog and SOrbom (1988 & 1996) and 
the three-stage GLS approaches from Lee and Poon (1987), and Lee, Poon and Bentler (1992 & 1995). 
All these approaches use a generalized least square estimator based on limited first and second-order 
sample information using polychoric and polyseriaJ correlations. Today, multi-stage GLS estimation 
procedures for structural equation models with ordinal variables and mixed-type variable models with 
ordinal and continuous responses are widely used since they have been implemented in popular software 
packages including LISREL/PRELJS (Joraskog and Sôrbom, 1996), EQS (Bentler, 1992), LISCOMP 
(Muthén, 1987), and Mplus (Muthén and Muthén, 1998). LISREL/PRELIS, LISCOMP, and Mplus can 
also be used to analyze censored data. LISREL/PRELIS replaces censored observations of a variable 
by normal scores which depend on some marinmm likelihood estimates that are obtained from the un-
censored observations of the same variable. Then standard estimation techniques are used based on the 
computed normal scores. Since the revised data based on normal scores are no longer independent, the 
replacement may cause difficulties in performing statistical inference (Poon, Lee, and Tang, 1998). The 
theoretical justification of LISCOMP (Muthén, 1987) and Mplus (Muthén and Muthén, 1998) for the 
analysis of censored data is based on Muthén (1980 & 1989) and Muthén and Satorra (1997). However, 
Poon, Lee, and Tang (1997) pointed out that applying LISCOMP to models with censored data leads 
to questionable standard errors and goodness-of-fit statistics, even for moderately large sample sizes. 
Poon, Lee, and Tang (1998) proposed a two-stage procedure where in the first stage of estimation, par­
tition maximum likelihood approach is used to avoid the heavy computations in evaluating multivariate 
distribution functions. In the second stage, GLS estimation is used. Again, numerical instabilities can 
be experienced in this approach, in particular for models with many outcome variables and «m*11 sample 
sizes (Reboussin and Liang, 1998). 
As an alternative to multi-stage GLS estimation procedure, Lee, Poon, and Bentler (1990) described 
a full maximum likelihood approach, without giving details about how to compute mavimnm likelihood 
estimates. Shi and Lee (1998) proposed a Bayesian sampling-based approach for factor analysis mod­
els with continuous and polytomous variables. Finally, Reboussin and Liang (1998) introduced an 
estimation equation approach for structural equation models with polytomous outcome variables. 
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2.3 Item Response Models with Guessing Parameters 
Misclassification of binary responses in the latent variable framework has been implemented in item 
response models in form of "guessing" parameters. Item response theory (IRT) methods model the 
association between a respondent's underlying level on a latent variable and the probability of a par­
ticular item response using a non-linear monotonie function (Raise et al., 1993). IRT methods are 
typically applied in educational testing research and the latent variable usually represents the "ability" 
of an examinee. The relationship between the observed response to an item and the latent variable is 
known as the item-characteristic curve. Item responses are assumed to be unidimension&l and locally 
independent in IRT models. There are different varieties of IRT models that are distinguished by the 
functional form specified for the relationship between the latent variable and the item response proba­
bility. One of the most widely used models in item response analysis is the two-parameter logistic model 
(e.g., Bimbaum, 1968). This has been extended to the three-parameter logistic model by including a 
"guessing" parameter (Lord, 1974). Specifically, the three-parameter logistic model is given by 
where 
Pi (l) = the probability that an examinee with ability level r) answers item i correctly, 
on = the item difficulty parameter, 
0i = the item discrimination parameter, 
D = the scaling factor, 
d = the "guessing" parameter. 
The parameter Cj in model (6) is the lower asymptote of the item characteristic curve and represents 
the probability of examinees with low ability correctly answering an item. The parameter c< is included 
in the model to account for item response data from low-ability examinees, where, among other things, 
guessing is a factor in test performance. It is also common to refer to the parameter c\ as the pseudo-
chance level parameter in the model (Hambleton and Swaminathan, 1985). 
3 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of two co-authored papers. The first paper will be submitted to a statistical 
journal while the second paper will be submitted to a psychometrical journal. Each paper is a self-
contained chapter and is independently formatted according to the submission rules of the corresponding 
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journal. These two papers are then followed by a closing chapter of general conclusions. A summary of 
each paper is given as follows. 
3.1 Maximum Likelihood Analysis for Latent Variable Models with Mixed-Type Out­
come Variables 
The problem of analyzing multiple outcome arises frequently in practice. In some applications, the 
observed variables may be of mixed-type in the sense that some observed variables are continuous and 
others are ordinal. While multivariate methods for the analysis of continuous outcomes are well under­
stood (e.g., Jtireskog, 1973), methods for mixed discrete and continuous outcome aie less familiar. The 
existing approaches for mixed-type outcome variables can be considered in several aspects, espe­
cially for multi-sample situations. In this paper we propose a latent variable model that accommodates 
any mixture of outcomes from an exponential family in a Generalized Linear Model framework and pro­
vides meaningful parameter interpretation for coherent multi-group studies. To implement this model, 
we use an EM algorithm with a simple Monte Carlo expectation to approximate the E-step which is not 
necessarily of closed form. We validate our approach and demonstrate its usefulness through extensive 
simulation studies. As an illustration, we apply our approach to analyze data from a substance abuse 
prevention study. 
3.2 Latent Variable Modeling for Mise lass ifled Polytomous Outcome Variables 
In many psychosocial studies, where data are based on answers to questionnaires, researchers are 
concerned about miscJassification. While misclassification of categorical responses has been intensively 
studied for regression models (e.g. Copas, 1988; Albert and Chib, 1993), little work has been done to 
incorporate response errors into the latent variable model framework. The main purpose of this paper 
is to address the problem of response errors in psychosocial applications and subsequently to develop 
a latent variable model with polytomous outcome variables allowing for misclassification which might 
provide an extremely useful tool in the data analysis for many social and behavioral research studies. 
Appropriate identification conditions are discussed. Because of the complexity of the proposed model, it 
is not feasible to obtain likelihood estimates via direct maximization of the observed data log-
likelihood function. Inspired by the useful strategy suggested by Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (1977) we 
treat the latent variable M miming «nH »l«m> r Mnnte (larln RM algorithm tn /Vimpnto marimnm liltplilinnH 
estimates for the measurement, latent variable, and misclassification parameters. Furthermore, we 
discuss model diagnostic tools and a test procedure to assess the misclassification. The approach 
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is illustrated with a real example from a substance abuse prevention study where the nature of the 
problem requires the consideration of misclassified responses. 
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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ANALYSIS FOR LATENT VARIABLE 
MODELS WITH MIXED-TYPE OUTCOME VARIABLES 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of the American Statistical Association 
Jens C. Eickhoff and Yasuo Amemiya 
Abstract 
Latent variable modeling is commonly used in behavioral, medical and social science research. The 
models used in such analysis relate all observed variables to latent common factors. In some applications, 
the observed variables may be of mixed-type in the sense that some observed variables are continuous and 
others are ordinal. The existing approaches for mixed-type data can be considered inuring in several 
aspects, especially for multi-sample situations. We propose a new generalized linear latent variable 
modeling approach for developing statistically sound procedures that furnish meaningful interpretation 
and can incorporate many types of outcome variables. A rather simple model parameterization used 
in the new approach is appropriate for coherent multi-sample analysis and leads to practically useful 
inference procedures. A computationally feasible EM algorithm is proposed to compute full mATimiim 
likelihood estimates. Simulation studies are presented to validate the benefits of the new approach and 
to compare its performance to other methods. The new approach is also applied to analyze data from 
a substance abuse prevention study. 
Keywords and Phrases: Maximum likelihood estimation; Multi-sample analysis; Monte Carlo EM 
algorithm; Social and behavioral applications. 
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1 Introduction 
Latent variable modeling is a commonly used statistical method for the analysis of multivariate data 
where some concepts or variables are not directly observable. These techniques include factor analysis 
and the more general structural equations analysis which is also known as covariance structure analysis 
(Bentler, 1983; JOreskog, 1981). Statistical methods for analyzing covariances and other relationships 
between latent and observed variables were historically originated by peychometricians. Today, latent 
variable models are extensively used in behavioral, social, and medical science. Typical applications of 
latent variable modeling include analyzing tests of attitudes and behavior, tests of medical and physical 
measurements, or quality of life (QOL) analysis (Legler and Ryan, 1997). 
Most latent variable models are based on the assumption that the observed variables are continuous 
with a multivariate normal distribution. However in many applications, due to the nature of the problem 
or the design of the questionnaires, some or all observed outcome variables are in a non-normal form such 
as categorical variables. Typical examples of such variables include performance items, Likert attitude 
scales with five scale points scales (e.g., "strongly disagree", "disagree", "neutral", "agree", "strongly 
agree" ), quantitative genetic manifestations of discontinuous traits, or feelings towards a certain drug. 
Problems with categorical observed variables are more difficult to handle than those where all observed 
variables are considered continuous. In dealing with an ordinal variable, some practitioners would assign 
integer values to each category, treat it as a continuous response, and apply the standard continuous 
variable analysis. This can lead to considerable bias in estimation and interpretation, as demonstrated 
in several studies (Bollen and Barb, 1981; Johnson and Creech, 1983). 
There has been much attention in finding an efficient solution for situations where some or all 
outcome variables are categorical. Bock and Lieberman (1970) considered a maximum likelihood method 
for a factor analysis model with dichotomous outcome variables and only one factor. This has been 
implemented in the computer package TESTFACT (Wilson et al., 1991). However, man-imnm likelihood 
analysis for models involving higher dimensional latent variables becomes computationally infeasible 
since it requires maximization over multiple integrals. Christoffersson (1975) and Muthén (1978) have 
used a multi-stage procedure to reduce the computational burden of multiple integration in a factor 
analysis model with polytomous outcome variables. In the first stage of this procedure, the multivariate 
model is partitioned into bivariate submodels. Then the thresholds and polychoric correlations in the 
bivariate submodels are estimated. This requires only the evaluation of bivariate integrals. In the final 
step, the parameters are estimated by minimising a generalized least square (GLS) function where the 
weight matrix is the estimated asymptotic covariance matrix of the polychoric correlations. Muthén 
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(1984) proposed a multi-stage procedure for structural equation models with continuous and polytomous 
responses. Similar multi-stage procedures have been developed by Lee and Poon (1987), JOreskog (1990), 
and Lee, Poon and Bentler (1992 & 1995). All these approaches use a generalized least square estimator 
based on limited first and second-order sample information using polychoric and polyserial correlations. 
Today, multi-stage GLS estimation procedures for structural equation models with ordinal variables and 
mixed-type variable models with ordinal and continuous responses are widely used since they have been 
implemented in popular software packages including LISREL/PRELIS (JOreskog and SOrbom, 1996), 
EQS (Bentler, 1992), LISCOMP (Muthén, 1987), and Mplus (Muthén and Muthén, 1998). However, it 
has been demonstrated that the multi-stage generalized least square procedure can perform poorly in 
situations of low prevalence, small sample size, and large number of indicator variables. In particular, 
the multi-stage GLS procedure can experience problems such as instability, bias, non-convergence, and 
non-positive definiteness of weight matrices (Reboussin and Liang, 1998). Furthermore, the dimension 
of the weight matrix increases rapidly with the number of variables of the model which creates serious 
numerical difficulties and reduces the application to models with only few variables. 
For multi-group analysis situations, Muthén and Christoffersson (1981) proposed a multi-stage pro­
cedure using scale factors which take into account possible differences in variances across groups. This 
has also been implemented in LISCOMP and Mplus, which are currently considered the most com­
prehensive available tools to handle models where some variables are ordinal. Poon and Lee (1999) 
state that in multi-group situations with mixed-type outcome variables LISCOMP solutions must be 
interpreted with care due to unreliable standard errors no matter how large the sample size is. More­
over, the multi-stage procedure by Muthén and Christoffersson require fixing certain parameters and 
therefore lack the flexibility to customize the model. Therefore, the existing multi-stage procedures for 
mixed-type response variables may be considered inflexible and inefficient, especially for multi-group 
analysis and/or models with large number of observed variables. 
In this paper, we propose a generalized linear latent variable modeling approach for developing 
statistically sound procedures that furnish meaningful interpretation and can incorporate various types 
of outcome variables. Specifically, our new approach allows for the first time observed variables other 
than normal and finite ordinal (e.g., Poisson, geometric, etc.) A rather simple model parameterization 
used in our approach is appropriate for coherent multi-sample analyses. We propose a computationally 
feasible Monte Carlo EM algorithm to compute full mit-ritniitn likelihood (FML) estimates. Although 
our procedure requires heavier computations than multi-stage GLS estimation procedures, it provides 
estimates that are fully efficient. This article is organized as follows: The general model and motivation 
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for our approach is given in Section 2. The maximum likelihood estimation via Monte Carlo EM 
algorithm is described in Section 3. In Section 4 and Section 5, we describe special cases of a latent 
variable model with a mixture-type variables. Our approach is extended to structural equation models 
with mixed-type outcome variables in Section 6. Three simulation studies are reported in Section 7. 
The first study illustrates the implementation and usefulness of our approach. In the second study, we 
compare the efficiency of our approach with the traditional multi-stage GLS estimation approach in 
the special case of a single group analysis situation. In the third study, we validate the benefits and 
demonstrate the usefulness of our approach for multi-group analysis situations. An application from 
a substance abuse intervention study is discussed in Section 8. Finally, a brief discussion is given in 
Section 9. 
measured on the ith individual, % = 1, , JV(9). We assume independence between the groups and i.i.d. 
samples within each group. Additionally we assume that the expectations of the outcome variables are 
2 The Model 
Let • • •, y^J denote a set of p observed variables for the g t H  group, g = 1,  •  •  • ,  G,  
functionally related to the K dimensional latent variable f\9', where 
fj8  ^ ~ 0*fCe), £f(e) ) 
with a density function pr(,) (• | , £fçB) ). We assume that y[? , • • •, are conditionally independent 
given and that each observed variable given f  ^is from a regular exponential family with 
parameterization. That is, 
(1) 
for k  = 1, • - • ,p ,  where 
and 
The canonical link function & (•) relates to the linear function that is, 
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To identify model (1), we set 
»' i ( a )  =0 K  + l K t? \  
, . This is a generalization of a standard identification form commonly 
used in latent variable modeling (see, e.g., Wall and Amemiya, 2000). Note that this identification form 
allows unconstrained latent variable parameters which is particularly useful for multi-group analysis. 
To focus on the mixed-type outcome variable situation, and to simplify our presentations, we assume 
that q (q > K) of the p observed variables are continuous. However, our approach is not restricted to 
this setting, and it can also be applied to other situations, for example, where all p response variables 
are in categorical form. We denote the subset of continuous outcome variables and assume 
One of the major motivation of this paper is to develop an approach which can be applied directly 
to multi-group analysis situations for latent variable models with mixed-type outcome variables. All 
existing approaches for these situations are based on some form of threshold model which requires stan­
dardization of each outcome variable. LISREL/PRELIS and EQS cannot perform multi-group analysis 
for latent variable models with mixed-type variables. Muthén and Christoffersson (1981) proposed a 
procedure using scale factors which take into account possible differences in variances across groups. 
Then multi-group analysis can be performed by fixing certain parameters and scale factors in a pre­
defined reference group and allow them free in the remaining groups. This has been implemented in 
LISCOMP and Mplus and can be used to test differences between groups. However, by fixing cer­
tain parameters in a reference group, this approach lacks flexibility and might not provide meaningful 
parameter interpretation. 
In our model, the parameters and y3  ^ describe the measurement properties of each outcome 
variable. In multi-group analysis, the same instruments are typically applied to all groups and it 
is therefore reasonable to assume that the measurement and deviance parameters are invariant over 
groups, that is, 
The distribution of f}*' may not be normal and is later specified. We use an identity link function to 
relate y*  ^ to the latent variable fj®\ that is, 
(2) 
where ej*' ~ ^O.diag and f j e \  are  independent. 
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= •-•=4C )=^-
Vfc1' = ••• = <PfcC) = V»fc. k = 
while the means, variances, and covariances of the latent variables are allowed to vary across groups. 
This is appropriate for most coherent multi-sample analysis but our approach essentially allows any type 
of restriction. Then it is possible to test for differences of the latent variable parameters between groups, 
for example, 
Ho: /ifcn = MfW = • • • — #*f(o i Efcu = Sf(3) = • • - = Eftai. 
Note that in this situation, our approach provides meaningful parameter interpretation for the latent 
variable means and covariances since we don't have to fix any parameters in a pre-defined reference 
group. 
The general formulation in (1) allows different link functions for various type of outcome variables. 
In the following, we will consider some specific types of common outcome variables. 
2.1 Binomial Outcome Variables 
Let | f/9  ^ be a Binomial random variable. Then 
I fe{0,1,-,».} 
and 
Pk (y« | fje);ttfc,/3k) 
= f  (*%)=(& I f f ')  = 
The canonical link function is given by 
Mfc (afc + /3fcf?a))' 
"fc 
U 
^  Mfc (a t  -h/3[ f j B } )  
nic 
where 
(a*+^= l+«p{-(«+ '^))}' 
2.2 Polytomous Outcome Variables 
Let | f/fl) a polytomous variable with categories fci < fea < ••• < fcj(k)- In many social and 
behavior science applications we encounter polytomous responses. Typical examples include Likert type 
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variables which, for example, may be coded as 0 = "disapprove", 1 = "neutral" and 2 = "approve". 
Then | f}a) e {*i, *2, • • •, *,w} and 
P* (ft!1 I fie);afc,/3fc) 
= 
P (?* = ki I fi"}) ~ Pk, (ûfc, + . 3 = 1,•••,*(*). 
The canonical link function is given by 
where 
P (y£ = ^  I f<9)) = • 
tfi = 1 
l+«tp{-(okj +01 f<")} l+«xp{-(afcj_l+3j'fÎ*1)} ' ** 1 < J  ^ 1 . 
1 n T7TT- if; = f(t) 
1+eXp{-(0k)W-L+ '^))} 
2.3 Poisson Outcome Variables 
We can consider a situation where yjjO | has a Poisson distribution which can be applied to 
situations where we obtain, for instance, count data. Then 
|  ^ €{0,1,2,3, .- .}  
and 
Pk (v&f I tfs);afc,/3fc) 
= 
P (y«) = I fj8)) = exp {-Mk (afc +  ^ k  ^  ^ . 
The random component is given by 
Hk (ûfc + 0kti9)) = exp jafc + } • 
The canonical link function is given by 
9{^k) = log(/ifc), 
where 
Mk (<** +0ktïg)) = exp {a* 4-/9 e^)|. 
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2.4 Geometric Outcome Variables 
Let yjfl* | be a Geometric random variable. Then 
and 
Pk (y* I {^ ];ak ,pk^ 
= f  (^=/t |f ,^) = 
The canonical link function is given by 
Hk (<»fc +0kfj9)) 
1 + t*k (<** + Pk 
f (At) 
•where 
2.5 Gamma Outcome Variables 
Let | ffs* be a Gamma random variable. Then 
Pk (y« I ( ia);*k,<p) = j^yexpj-y^A*} [y^ 
with y£j\ Afc, <p> 0 and Ak = 
The canonical link function is given by 
g( f ik)  =  — .  
Mit 
where 
A** (»* +/3fcf,-s)) = jj 
3 Full Maximum Likelihood Estimation via Monte Carlo EM Algorithm 
3.1 Monte Carlo EM Algorithm 
We consider now full maximum likelihood (FML) estimation for the parameters of model (1). Let 
= (ttfc,0k,<pk), fc= 1, -,p 
tfrrc#) = (/ifc,),vec(Ef(,))), 
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and 
V»= (t&i, • - •, V»P, V'ftD, • • •, ) 
The log-likelihood function is given by 
iog/(v|y ( 1 \---,y ( G )) (3) 
= 23 52 53 loe / Pv* (ylu 1 fi1g) ; *) dptia) • 
g—1 t=l fc=I 
Direct maximization of (3) is extremely tedious and computationally infeasible since it involves in­
tractable multiple integration which cannot be evaluated in closed form. To solve this problem, our 
idea is to treat the latent variables fj"  ^ as missing and formulate the model as a missing data problem. 
Note that the complete data log-likelihood function, 
logr (v Iy(1),--,y(C),f(l)l---,f(G)) (4) 
= 53logZ-
8—1 
does not require integration and maximization is straight forward. The EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, 
and Rubin, 1977) provides a natural approach to this problem. The algorithm attempts to maximize 
the complete data log-likelihood function iteratively by replacing it by its conditional expectation given 
the observed variables. The expectation is computed with respect to the distribution of the complete 
data evaluated at the current estimate of the parameter. The conditional expectation of the complete 
log-likelihood function given the observed variables at iteration j is given by 
(5) 
= [in/- (*w 1 y(s),f(,)) I yW;Vg]. 
g=l 
In order to compute the conditional expectation in (5), we have to evaluate 
Pf(«)iy(«) (f/fl) I y. (6) 
that is, the conditional density of the latent variables given the observed variables. Unfortunately, there 
is generally no closed form solution available for this conditional density. However, we can rewrite (6) 
as 
pf(e)ly(a) (fj9) I y,'9);V>$) (7) 
Pro,y(.) (f,-g).y«-g) 11>u\) 
Py(.) (y.^  I 
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I 
= tu, 
py(«)jf(.) (y,-3) 1 (tïB) I ^ro(j)) 
Py(.)|fC> (y,(8) I I) Pro (ei'} I 
«P {£ (*" ^ + C (V«' ^ )) } Pf(" 1 ^U))  
l  ('" Vf(^k '  ^  + C G** ' ^ 0 ) } Pf(" (fi9) 1 ^U))d fi  
•ia)  (*&)) • 
3.2 Monte Carlo E-Step 
Using (7) we can express the conditional expectation of the complete log-likelihood function given 
the observed variables at iteration j in (5) as 
<?(*!*«)) (8) 
a jv«i . 
= 5353 J^1 '  ( (^s> i y»(s)'fi9)) wi9) (Vj)) dfi9) 
= EEg/ (<"i *„.,)) 
Evaluation of the expression above requires integration over fja\ Note that evaluation of the denomina­
tor of u/  ^ itself also requires integration over f f^l\ In the special situation where the dimension 
of f,-5  ^ is one, an obvious way would be to use a numerical integration approximation such as Gauss-
Hermite quadrature, for example, 
<3 I +u)) 
G JV<" p ff 
» EZZE". 
g=l i=I fc=l #t=l 
(^o!), 
ffc'iff-»(%!) 
o(v*) + c(ffci)'¥Jfc) +1° Pro (*L9) 1 V'ro) 
with 
=afc + /3x(h,), 
w* exp ' 
s™* ""{s, W-Hl 1  *«••"")  
where /f denotes the order, Wh the weights, and zj  ^ the points of the quadrature rule. These values 
are available in tabled data for common quadrature rules (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1987). However 
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for higher dimensional f('), any numerical integral approximation becomes computationally infeasible 
and unreliable (Meng and Schilling, 1996). Therefore, we suggest for general situations to use Monte 
Carlo integration to approximate the denominator of iy|e) and expression (8). Monte Carlo 
integration at iteration j of the EM algorithm can be performed by simply drawing a large number M 
of independent samples, 
rtff) 
and approximate (8) by 
Q (V> | #(,)) (9) 
C Af<e) M 
= 53 53 53lnZ* ( (^,) i yig)<cïg)) ™iB) foul) 0=1 t=l m=l 
G /V<»> p M 
where 
and 
-  Z Z Z Z + .  ( t f . * ) + m w > , ( g » I * „ . , ) ) « 8 ( * < • > ) ,  
g=l t=l fc=lm=l \ / 
"W 
£py(»)ir«) (y,'e) I %?•>•*$) 
z 
By the LLN, 
Q I <3 I ^(j)) , for M — oc. 
Since quantity (9) involves a ratio of two Monte Carlo integral approximations, we have to draw a large 
number AT of samples to assure sufficient accuracy. 
3.3 Maximization Step 
Because of the conditional independence of the observed variables given the latent variables, we ran 
separate the parameter space of rfj into components corresponding to each outcome variable and the 
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latent variables. Therefore, expression (9) can be written as 
~ 
p 
~ 
G 
~ 
Q 11>U)) - 53 & fok I *u))  +53^r(,) I *ul) -
*=1 8=1 
where 
<3fc (v>fc 11>u)) 
G N(,i M 
= 535353 (vlî) i $ ) 
8=1 i=l m=l 
G 
-  Z E E  «a KO 8=1 1=1 m=l \ *r*' / 
and 
Or.) (^r«) I V»(j)) = In Pro I V»fc«i) Smi (^(jj) • 
Hence we can maximize (9) by maximizing each Qk (* = !,-•• ,p)  and Q f( t> (g = 1, •  •  • ,  G) separately, 
that is, the M-step consists of the following steps: 
1. For each k = 1, - • • ,p find Vty+i) in ** such that 
Qk (*k(j+i) I ^u)) ^ <5* (l>k I 1>U)) 
for all V/t € 
2. For each g  — 1, •  •  • ,  G  find in such that 
Qui) (^fc«)(j+i) I V>(j)) > Qtc») (V'rc») I 
for all Vf(») € *f(„). 
3.3.1 Maximization of Qk (ipk I 
The standard estimation procedure for generalized linear models is iteratively re-weighted least 
squares estimation (McCullagh and Nelder, 1983). In the following we derive an expanded iteratively 
re-weighted least squares procedure to compute *(,>!)• We want to maximize 
^ G N<»> M ^  
Qk fok i *t>u)) =5353 53 Q&i (** i V'c,)), (ii) 
8=1 i=l m=l 
where 
QkLi fok i v>0)) 
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and 
A = « (»£-) 
s (#&) = "»+9i55 =fi!l-
We first find the maximum for (ctk,0k) • To œmpute derivatives, we apply the chain rule 
aôs. (v» i *m) = (*k i »oi) <*)&, 
»(«!,<) «ti. a («», af)' 
Here, 
(»» i * w )  _ 
- ,(Vl) rw; 
«2L 
•<e ~ 
4&L _ 
9(ofc,^i) 
Then we have for equation (??) 
dgj&« (v>fc i ^(i)) 
d(«fc.0fc) 
dVkiLi 
gL (» ) '  
- K!) [»- (e,)]-1 ^ ) 
and consequently 
fok i v>(j)) 
=  E E  E  W 1 )  [ » " ( « . ) ] " * (  '  
#-1 é-i m-l \ ^ 
Now, we define 
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and substitute this expression in (13) to get 
SQk (l>k I 1>u)) 
d(ak,$k)  
G at<»> M 
- 5z5z 53 "a(vs w™ r(s) Z 
1 \ 
l m ) ' 9=1 1=1 m=l 
Similarly, we can develop a set of expressions for the second derivatives 
PQlZLi (v>t i v'o)) 
d{a k ,0k)d(a k ,0lk)  
vtoii a (ofc,/3fc) & d(o=k,^fc) 
=  / a&yw&y a,a. 
ae&a#" v*z£u 
**25 
foiiL 
+ 
J 9(«*./sï)a(«»,3ï)' 
9$a. (»> i »m) ,*„« ft,w, »,& 
8»^, 4»& <*i22 a(°»x) «(<,»,/£)r' 
Here, 
fcfc i v'o)) g f^y^'k'dl 
ao&A a(^} J 
6" (*&L) 
a(ft) 
Thus we can write 
pqkhi fok i v>(j)) 
a(o*./3fc)d(ak,/3i)t 
»" (»%.) Y y »,£ 
«(&) U&iJ \*>*U a (*&,#) a (at,#y 
- y (*%L) 
+ 
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We can now use a Fisher scoring type algorithm to maximize in (a*, 0%) . The expected Fisher infor­
mation matrix is given by 
Now using 
and 
we have 
Therefore, 
= -E £ £ y 
5=1 »=i "»=i d (ak)/3jQ d (o*,/3k) 
é î è î à i  V ^ y  d(ak,/3i)d(aki/3ty 
- |î^Fr(">}' • 
- ['(«-)]" 
Ami— = 
d(ctk,0k)  
&QkLi (*k 1 1>U)) 
(ff i1) ' 
d(a k ,^d(a k ,0l)  
• ^ M«>r1§)'U,)U 
si'Hes) 
Ê 
a(Vk) \  f<8) 
' ( - ^ •É lsâ i tèXé j=1 1=1 
Then a Fisher scoring algorithm for mammi^ing (n) in (ak,/3jQ is 
/ \(<+1) / \(<) ( 2 j =( 2 )+1-1 ((Q'-0O<,))(*™1 *o)) • (IS) 
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where 
PremultiplicatioQ of (15) by I ^ gives 
(0 
a* 
or, using 
as the change in estimates, 
0k 
(t+l) , v «) 
• vqfc (v 
Now, let 
yia) = (vitfi 
v*£ = diagl^v-.v^.,}, 
and 
f%) = 
ft(») 
ml 
F(s) \ m7V(«) y 
Then 
vq* (^fc | ^(jj) 
- 5$,(- (8) 
'ikm 
and 
G Af y \r{9) 
i h « ) = E E ( i » .  F S » )  F S 1  )  
g=I msl * 
r xz(e  
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Then substitution of (17) and (18) into equation (16) gives 
£ £ ( 1*,, PS1 )TV£( 
9=1 "1=1 \ /3k y 
G M t . (o) 
-  E E ( i « „  p a 1 )  
»=1 m=l d#*fcm 
and therefore 
< ( ? )  =  [ É É (  P L "  ) T V £ (  F % '  ) " "  
\ Pfc / Le»l m*l 
x f ç (  ! « , ,  p f t '  ) T v £  ( r l *  - * ' £ )  £ j § .  
9=1 m=l "A1 km 
so that the change in estimates from iteration / to iteration / +1 in a Fisher scoring algorithm are given 
by a weighted least square estimation. 
To maximize for <pk we consider the following derivatives 
dqfc i ^(j)) 
d<Pk 
and 
0*9* (vk 1 
- t"£i 
g=l i=l m=l 
+ÉE t  «)  
8=1 1=1 m=l 
9=1 i=l m=l 
The expected Fisher Information matrix is then given by 
«... -
g wo m 2 [&</ - 6 (^1 ° 
zz a3 («pk) 
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-EEE «) 
3=1 t=l m=l yrk) 
-£E^f'(S"))'gK'l)-
g=l i=l m=l \ r k  J  
Then a Fisher Scoring algorithm for <p k  is given by 
d<p k  1  V k  ^ 
3.3.2 Maximization of Qf(,i 
In general, Qfo (Vrc«> I j can be maximized by using standard optimization procedures such 
as Newton-Raphson, Fisher scoring or Fletcher-Powel algorithm. This may or may not be compu­
tationally feasible depending on the distribution assumption made on f(*). We recommend using a 
Newton-Raphson or Fisher scoring in situations where the first and second derivatives can be evalu­
ated easily. In situations where the derivatives of Qt(t) (Vr*) I V^jare intractable we suggest using a 
derivative free numerical procedure such as a quasi Newton-Raphson algorithm. In most applications, 
it is reasonable to assume normality for the latent variables. Under this assumption, maximization 
becomes particularly easy since closed form solutions can be derived for Vrt»> = (MfC«>, £fc»> ) as we will 
demonstrate in Section 4. 
3.4 Convergence of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm 
Assessing the convergence of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm is a challenging task. An obvious 
way to determine the convergence would be to plot each component of the parameter vector versus 
the iteration step j. The EM iterations are terminated when each plot shows only small fluctuations 
around a horizontal line. However, determining the convergence in this simple way may be problematic 
in many situations. First, this method is limited to small models with few parameters. Even when 
considering only moderately large models with 10 to 20 outcome variables we have a large number 
of parameters to be estimated and monitoring the convergence of each single parameter graphically 
becomes an impractical task. In these situations, Meng and Schilling (1996) suggested to consider plots 
of some functions with components of V(j) or both V(j) and as their arguments. Also, a plot 
of versus the iteration step j  does not by itself differentiate fluctuations over the iterations and the 
variability due to the Monte Carlo integration. In particular, the celebrated monotonicity property of 
the  EM algor i thm does  no longer  hold  and the  change in  the  parameter  values  f rom i tera t ion j  to  j  + 1 
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may be swamped by the Monte Carlo error. Several ad-hoc strategies for changing the Monte Carlo 
sample size over iterations have been suggested (e.g., Chan and Kuk, 1997; McCulloch, 1997; Booth 
and Hoobert, 1999). 
We introduce a likelihood based approach for choosing the Monte Carlo sample size and deter­
mining convergence at each iteration. The algorithm is designed to obtain parameter estimates that 
are considered sufficiently close to the true Tnaviirmm likelihood estimates. The basic idea behind our 
approach is to measure this closeness by an appropriate distance criterion between the values of the 
likelihood evaluated at a given estimate and at the true mnvimnm likelihood estimates. For an absolute 
distance criterion for the likelihood, we consider using the likelihood ratio test for the goodness of fit of 
a proposed model within a saturated model without the latent variable structure. Then, the asymptotic 
likelihood ratio goodness of fit is given by 
-2 (logl  ( î > \ y j -  log!** | y)) — x%, 
where V> denotes the true imcHmiim likelihood estimate of the fitted model, ij> the ma-rimnm likelihood 
estimate of the saturated model, a the difference of free parameters between the fitted and the saturated 
model and y = (y^1', • • • ,y'G')r. Considering the quartiles of the x2 distribution with various degree 
of freedom, we may decide that a small difference in the test statistic value, for example, 0.005, 0.05, or 
even 0.5, has no practical effect on statistically judging the goodness of fit. Let this tolerance level for 
the likelihood ratio test statistic be denoted as So. Then, we may treat the estimates from iteration j 
and j +1 as statistically equal and therefore conclude convergence of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm if 
|log! (^c) I y) - log! (*u+i) |y)|<VMr =  | = 5 ,  ( 1 9 )  
where N denotes the sample size. That is, we may conclude a convergence of the Monte Carlo EM 
algorithm if the difference in the true log likelihood is less than 6. However, we cannot evaluate the log 
likelihood functions in (19) directly due to intractable multiple integration. But, we use Monte Carlo 
integration to bound (19) probabilistically. Specifically, let 
~ 
pt<') (la(j)) 
the independent Monte Carlo sample from the E-step in the Monte Carlo EM algorithm. Then we can 
approximate the log likelihood function at V^by 
l°gf(v>0) I y) = (i/ti;V>c)) ' 
0=11=1 fc=l 
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where 
Pv„ ( tui+U)) = j j  52 P*> I 4 'Wc,))  • 
m=l 
To unbound the unknown true difference in the log likelihood functions (19), we use the triangle 
inequality 
|l°g/ (V(j) I y) - log/ (v»(j+d I y) | < |log/(i>U) | y) - logf (vti) I y) | (20) 
+ |l°g/ (ri>u+1) | y) -logf^c+i) I y)| 
+ |logr(^(j) i y) - \ogî(i,u+l) i y)|. 
The third term on the right-hand side of (20) is observable, and its size can be assessed directly. The 
first two terms are of the same form corresponding to two consecutive iterations.. Taylor expansion of 
the first term around provides 
|l°gZ I y) -logf^o) | y)| 
fPv> (yki  >i>u))\  G N p 
£È£iog « —/ (g) \ » 9=i »=i k=i \Pv» [y£ J 
±£±(^v*;*w} i 
g= 1 i=l fc=l yPv* (yjtiWcn) •°(b) 
as M —» oo. Hence, for large A/, 
(J) I 
°(s)' 
log/ (^y) | y) - logf(V(j) I y)f V M' 
with 
G N p 
"=EEE 
17=1 1=1 fc=l 
var [p«> (yff i %;%))] 
p5„ (y«;^u)) 
where the variance is with respect to the distribution Pfo (V'yj ) • Using Monte Carlo integration, we 
can approximate V by 
e pp. (w« .  G N p 
- M (21) 
(p*. (vw^ci))) 
Therefore, this estimate provides a variability measure which can be used to bound the error of 
|log/ (V(j) | yj — log/ I y) | • Since we are addressing this issue within the context of bound­
ing |log / (V(j) I y) — log/ (V'o'+i) I y)| in (20), we should use 6i = § = ^ as the upper limit given 
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the likelihood ratio test tolerance level Sq. Given V(j+i) and V using a size M, consider obtaining 
log I (ip(j+i) I y) based on a Monte Carlo sample size of Mq. Then, by Markov's inequality, 
P (|l°8' (*U+1) I y) ~ togr(*u+l) I y) | > 5i) < ^2 
Therefore, for a given level e, 
P (|log/ (Vy+i) I y) ~ I y) | > 5i) < c. 
if Mo > 57. Based on this argument, we propose the following procedure that suggests the Monte Carlo 
sample size and assesses convergence at each iteration. First, we start with a fixed small Monte Carlo 
sample size ("burn in" phase). After a few iterations, the following steps are performed: 
1. Obtain V(j) based on the sample size 
2. Compute expression V of (21) based on the sample size 
3. Compute the smallest integer , satisfying 
and set 
= j '"f 
, if A/0(J+1) < A/0> 
J Mii 
I aft-
4. Compute log! (V'y+ij | y) based on 
5. If 
|logf(^(j) i y) - logf(^ch-i) i y)| < 5i. (22) 
then stop the Monte Carlo EM algorithm and report as the ma-rim,im likelihood estimate. 
Otherwise, return to step 1. 
3.5 Estimation of Standard Error 
The observed Fisher information matrix of the observed data y = (y W, • • •, y^)T is given l%y 
lM = -5^'l0,,(*|y) 
G N 
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G N 
£.£. wi.&>.itiv.) (yj" IV'"') (23) 
9=1 i=l Py<»> (y,'®' j 
The second part of the right hand side of expression (23) has expectation zero. The gradient vector of 
the complete log-likelihood function given the observed data for observation i in group g can be written 
as 
a 
= E 
= E ,(«) + E 5^5y52 l o8Pft '>ly<" I y \B );4> l a ))  | y|fl) 
^[ logr^ lyw^j lyw]  
^y23l°gPy(.),f(.) (y,'fl).fifl) I V>(fl)) I y,(5) 
5^)Zl°ePy<" (y.(a) I I y<fi 
= ^rzioepy<») 
Therefore, 
* W = £^jE[1o6'* (* Iy.ç,).fi,J) Iy] [^)E [log/- ($Iy|'\f^) Iy^j]r, 
where V denotes the MLE of tj>. We can approximate 
^e[logz'(^|y^,f<»)) |y^] 
in the same way as described in Section 3.2 using Monte Carlo integration. Of course, this ranHi»inn»i 
expectation has to be evaluated only at the last iteration step of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm. In 
particular, let 
where Vro is the MLE of tf>f(l). Then 
d 
^e[ logr (^ |y^ , f^) |y (»>]  
eji^p^ (i/w) i torn] ^ 
3#;n nei lo8p„(«) (y* i f fg );4>P)  $£1 
^logPfC) | V>f(.)) Smi (*W) 
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where 
Û(mi ' M -
ftp.», tote*™) 
_ *-i * v 
.*-1 4 v ' 
3.6 Starting Values 
The EM algorithm is an iterative procedure and hence requires starting values. In general, the EM 
algorithm is quite robust to the choice of starting values. However, a good choice of staring values 
greatly reduces the number of iterations required to achieve convergence. In some situations, a poor 
choice of starting values might even result in divergence. We propose a procedure to compute reasonable 
starting values in two separate steps. First, we only consider submodel (2) with the outcome variables 
y*(') = , • • •, and ignore the remaining p — q outcome variables. Remember that submodel 
(2) itself is identifiable and we can use standard estimation procedures, such as GLS or MLE, to estimate 
the submodel parameters. These estimates are then used as starting values for i/fk (k = 1, • • •, q) and 
V>f(e) (ff = 1, • • • i G), that is, those parameters corresponding to the first q outcome variables and the 
latent variables. We can also use these estimates to compute factor scores, for instance, by using 
genera l ized leas t  square  es t imat ion.  Let  i /> k  and Vrc»> denote  the  s tar t ing  values  for  Vt  (k = 1,  • •  •  ,q)  
and Vf cm (<7 = 1, •••,(?). Then the generalized least square estimates of the factor scores are given by 
. il il (M) 
where 
u V / *ï l  0 \ ( (  y u  
ï) { o J u y;,<' 
*i = diag 
*2 = diag{<pK+1,--,v?(,}, 
-i 
and 
y«e) = (f(K+i)t' * " • • 
Wall and Amemiya (2000) show that expression above can be rewritten in a computational more con­
venient form as 
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where 
Note that (25) only requires the inversion of a (p — k)x(p — k)  matrix while (24) requires the inversion 
of a p x p matrix. Hence, the computation of factor score using (25) is recommended when we have 
a model with high dimensional latent variables. In the second step, we use the factor scores from the 
first step to maximize the complete data log likelihood function (4) for the remaining p — q outcome 
variables using a standard iterative maximization procedure such as Fisher scoring or Newton-Raphson 
algorithm. Of course, the maximization can be performed for each outcome variable separately due to 
the conditional independence of observed variables given the latent variables. The resulting mavimum 
likelihood estimates can be used as starting values for the parameters corresponding to the outcome 
4 Estimation for a Latent Variable Model with a Mixture of Normal and 
Binary Outcome Variables 
We consider now the FML estimation via Monte Carlo EM algorithm for a latent variable model with 
q normally distributed outcome variables and p — q binary outcome variables. Consider the following 
model 
variables y((^1)t,...,y^). 
(26) 
for g = 1, •  •  • ,  G,  % = 1, ,  k  = q + 1, - • •, p and 
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Assume 
iP-Nbtw.Sfw) 
is independent of 
€'  
where 
and 
ïMOMî : . ) ) •  
* l=diag{of ,--- ,o%] 
*2=diag{<7^+1,--,<^}. 
1. Monte Carlo E-step: 
At iteration j + 1, let 
i-i-d. sample firom N Ef<*)(j))  
and 
"'mi 
E 
where 
l l *•! * »-*.l * j *««+l 
 ^
(°"A) ~ <27) 
Then the Monte Carlo E-step consists of evaluating the following expressions 
, 2 c n«> Af 
8=1 i=l m=l 
G /V<»> M 
8=1 
for k = !,•••,K, 
G /v(»> Af 
-&EEE(^-%.'/^K)' 
* ffsl i*i msl 
I O Cr Wv»'  
5*(•»!*«) « -^EEE^'^'K'j) 
jr=x t=l m=l 
-À E E E - <•» - «a K) -
* f=l t=l m=l 
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for k = K + 1,  • 
& 
- ssf,*•••(, 
+ 
for k = q+ !,••• ,p,  
yv<»> m 
4<.> i*0)) « 
isl msl 
JV<«) M E E (FFL -/M.,)T=RI, (%' -^)AS; K'!). 
i=l TO=1 
for g = 1, -, G. 
2. M-step: 
Closed form solutions can be derived for V* (k = 1, •  •  •  ,p)  and Wc»> (g — G),  that is, the 
parameters of model (26) corresponding to the observed continuous outcome variables y" and y% and 
the latent variables f^aK Let 
W<»> = diag{tz&> (vgj) (v>$) ,• • •,(v$) ,•••,(*>$)} . 
f# = 
uc «raucp iui = x, • • • , x\ ) id (ivcu uy 
rf -g) (yi!" -a')r} «a KQ • 
r ^f)T N 
esT 
and F(s) = 
' F<9) N 
F<e) 
y 
G /VC») M . , , . 
e s e m»)ss «>) 
j=l s=l m=l v ' 
*1(3+1) = 
The closed form solutions for i (r k  (k = AT + 1, • • •, q) are 
(a*C7+l) @k<j+D -I 
(1Tu^r )*"(.<) lu® »&> ^ 
y(») \ yfcjvc») / 
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and 
*20+1) 
G N< e )  M 
E g j^diagj  ( y; | e )  -  aW+1) -  (y^> -  qU>D -  w% fo (>>) 
G A"*) Af 
E E E g=l t=X m=l 
For V/(.) (g = 1, -, G) we get 
N<e> Af 
rc») t  \  /  t  \ \  
ï ï  i " » ' s ï ï  ( * g  )  
« 1 1 al V U// 
E E S'oïï (*$) 
_ '=1 m=l V 7 
mf<.)u+i) - 777717 
E E weiS («g ) 
•*Z m*l * ' 
JV<»> Af 
E E^ (% (% ^ (^!) 
Sf(,,U+D - JVC.) Af 
E E uy) 
1=1 m=l x ' 
There is no closed form solution for the M-step available for i/>fc (fc = q + !, - • • ,p), that is those parame­
ters corresponding to the binary variables yq+i, ••• ,yp. We will therefore use an iterative procedure as 
described in Section 3.1.1 to compute *l>k(j+i) (fc = g + 1,--- ,p). Note that = 1 for fc = g +1 ,•••, p. 
We want to solve 
9Qk fok i 4>U)) (  0 \ 
jL w "U/' " < 2 8 >  
Let pj l^i as described in (27), then 
dQk fo k  I  V 'c ,))  
»Lai 1291 
« C N(e) Af 
= —/ H l0gPki. (ttfc.A) + (l - iff) log (l - P*L (Ofc.^fc))) 5mj (v>(Jj) 
" ^
afci ft j 8=1 1=1 171=1 
G N(e) Af a 
= 5353 £ j?—ity (y* lo8pfc^<(ûfc-^fc) + (i -yJti1) lqg (t-pki,(qk./3fc))) ûmï 
9=1 i=l m=l O y(Xk,Hk J 
= EE E K -«.(«*.*>) f ' ) <a K'i) 
g= 1 1=1 m=l \ fmt / 
Let be solution to (28). Taylor expansion of expression (29) in V* provides 
0 
Ok 
=  É E É ( < f f ( « . À ) ) f  '  ) K )  
j=l 1=1 m=l \ fmi / 
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x 6
"w( ( ; ;  ) - ( ; ; ) )  
Therefore, 
5fc 
K 
<*k 
0k 
d(a k ,0 k)  ÉE Z ^ W'-K) 
a n(a) M (  , 
»EZ ZK-&, ( . ,%) )  1  
8=1 «=1 m=l \ fmi 
The expected Fisher information matrix is given by 
(»> 1 v>(j)) 
'(») y, 
<S5 
1 (*&')• 
ti -1 
= "
Evil,.-.yiC) 
d(a k ,0 k)d(a k ,0 k)T  
d 
â(a k , /3 k)  
G N<«> M / - \ 
£££( .»-«,(*.«)L„ "SKD 
.8=1 •=! "=1 X *mi / 
C N<»> Af 
= -53 53 £ evv'.-.^ 
a 
CO 
9=1 s=l m=l d(a k , f3 k j  
T 
8=1 i=l m=l 
(y* -p^i(Q«=.^)) | p, j <1 HI) 
^e) ; & (ak,0k) (l -Pkmi (Ok./3fc)) to^j (V$) 
Note that 
e»i". '.«^âlstâj (»" -&(«.,*)) [ ) om (*?>) = (2) 
Hence, the Fisher scoring algorithm at iteration Z within iteration j  of the Monte Carlo algorithm is 
given by 
/  \  /  x«> 
( 3' ) = ( ft ) +I'1 ((°l,A,<")v5' (*«1 *w) • 
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where 
i* ((a*,0*)(t)) 
and 
VQk fok I *{j)) 
-  tg  «»))  )^1K0-
The change from iteration I to I + 1 in the Fisher Scoring algorithm can be expressed as a weighted 
least squares equation as described in 3.3.1. 
5 Estimation for a Latent Variable Model with a Mixture of Normal Out­
come Variables and a Single Polytomous Outcome Variable 
We consider now the FML estimation for a latent variable model with p — 1 normally distributed 
outcome variables and one polytomous outcome variables with categories fci < k.2 < ••• < fc|. In 
this situation, we can formulate a likelihood function which does not involve integration over the latent 
variables and can be therefore maximized directly by using standard iterative maximization procedures. 
Consider the following model 
for g — 1,  -  -  -  ,  G,  :  = 1,  ,  
and 
Assume 
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is independent of 
where 
and 
( îMCK: ;) ) •  
*1 =diag{<7f,---,<7^.} 
*2 = dlag{<7^4.1, .,<7^}. 
Standard evaluation of the conditional distribution of y^1 | y'^ 'Ky^ (Buzas and Stefanski, 1996) 
leads to 
qfcj 
* (iff < *, I y^,y^) = * r 
where 1 < j < I — 1, 
. T / „ , v r\ -» 
_ , „ , if 1 (  I  lK 
~ m r » )  +  s r c . )  \  p  i  i i 0  
((:?)-( 
M»") )  
m f(») 
a - y3/if(,) 
and 
Er<.)|y;,(".ya\(" 
= ) ((* )E""' ( 'I ) ) (» |s"" 
Let 
„<„ = ( » < > • <  y 
-  -  ( ? ) - ( » ' ) ' - ( : ; )  
and 
Pfcj (v2) I yîi,)»yaie);akj,flp,a,/3,*i,*2,Mru>,Eft.)) 
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$ 
$ 
1 -$ 
i+<3>tc«i|y;|«).,#> \ _ Q {  =*j-i+^>,c) 
"
fl* 23f<»> „<») »;<f) / \ \/1+/9» zf(,) 
+yp 23,(»)|,<»)^(«) flp y 
°*i +&] 
<*k C») 
ii— 
(•) 0p 
if j = 1 
if 1 < j < Z - 1 . 
if i = z. 
Then we can express the log-likelihood function as 
G N ( t )  
(x 
5353 l o g l (°* i - • • • ' a t . - i .^p ,o ,* i .*2 ,mfc») .£f<«> iy î i 9 ) ,y^ 'ky^)  
9=1 1=1 
c at<<) 
53 53 (lo8J>y;<»\y<»> (y'.-^.y^ I q,/3,*i,*2,/if(»),£«.)) 
9=1 1=1 
+ logPv(,)(y.(,)>y.(e) (yg1 | yl.-fl),yâ.'Slat,.,,/3p,a,y9,*i,*2,o,Eft.))) 
t-^r ( " « M + [ s l "  = " M ]  
9=1 x 
(30) 
M jfe e'*?/1 n 
, 1> nîët 2^ x2« 
»si 
_M(«) £(»)-! 
/z jfcn£y'tb) x 
j f e r ? ^  s=l 
-M(«) 
g n(e) 1-1 
+ 53 53 535y} l°6Pk, te' I y»s).y2ie);o-fc,,/3p,a,/3,*i,*2,Mr<.>,Sf(.)) , 
9=1 1=1 j=l 
where 
and 
4-=f ^ 
| 0, else 
if y™) = *, 
The log-likelihood function (30) can be conveniently maximized using a standard iterative maximization 
procedure. 
6 Extension to Structural Equation Models with Mixed-type Outcome Vari­
ables 
We extend now the FML estimation procedure using Monte Carlo EM algorithm to structural 
equation models. Let yy^ and denote the vectors of p„ and 
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Pz observed variables for the g t h  group, g = 1, - • •, G, measured on the i"1 individual, i = 1, - • •, . 
We assume independence between the groups and i.i.d. samples within each group. Additionally we 
assume that the outcome variable yj^is linearly related to the Kv Himongionnl latent variable and 
that the outcome variable x,-9' is linearly related to the Kx dimensional latent variable fj9\ where 
with a density function p (o (• | , E((,) ). The latent variable £t-9) is linearly related to the latent 
variable rf\9^ through the structural equation 
v\a) = /i(9> + b<»>ti\9 )  + r(»>ct(9) + ç\a), (si) 
where ~ (0, *(fl)) is uncorreiated with (j9\ B(a) has zeros on the diagonal and I — B(,) is non-
singular. This is a widely used parameterization for structural equation models (see e.g. Bollen, 1989). 
The reduced form of (31) is given by 
Vi9) = (i -B(8))~l /1(9) + (i - B(s))-1 + (i - B(9))~l Cig) 
= (i-b(»>)~1r<»>6è,) +<r(fl), 
where 
<*(a) ~ ^(l-B<9))~Va)) , (l-B(9))-1*(«) (l-B(9))-1^ . 
Moreover, we assume that yj'} | rj\g) and x^9) | ^ fl) are independent and from regular exponential 
families, that is 
Py<«> (y,-^ I 
-
where 
= O f )  +/3y 
E(yj9)) = V6„ («<?>), 
Var(y^) = a„ (V<9>) V\ , 
and 
Px(«) (xiS) I» 
• exp{"" 
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where 
0(9) = a(9) +^T(,)c(,) i  
E(xifl)) = V6X (e£>), 
Var(x<9)) = a, (^«>) V26x (fl^) . 
The canonical link function g„ (•) relates to the linear function + 0y^rf^, that is, 
9y (e (yifl)))=a<fl)+^)r/1(fl), 
and the canonical link function g x  (•) relates E^xj'^  to the linear function that is, 
a, (E =a^+^ci9). 
We assume that the measurement and deviance parameters are invariant over groups, that is, 
= II 
-
1
 
= 0»« 
A1} = • • • = /3iG) 
— f ixi  
a<*> = • • • = ûyc) = av, 
= 
= a£c> = ûi, 
^ = . . .=^ c )  
= Vv 
v») = . . .=^ c )  = <P.-
The structural parameters fi^e\ B^, and *^are allowed to vary across groups. 
Let 
and 
*" = (c">) 
then z,-8' | has a regular exponential family, with 
p.« (»^ I 
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where 
0(„8) = 
/  ay+0 v(I-BW) lrM^ e )  \  
v»x = (Vv'Vz). 
E(z^) = V6, (<»>), 
Var (zifl)) = o,(y,)V26,«»'). 
6.1 Monte Carlo El-step 
Let 
\T i>v = (Oy.vec(0y),<ev) , 
=  (oB l  vec ( /3X ) ,  tp x)T ,  
and 
^f(») = vec (B(#)j , vec (r(,)) , n((t), vec (E<(„ ) , vec (•(*))) 
V>, = (Vy.V'x). 
V»(s) = (V>z, , 
v» = (v**i ^fcu i • • • < ^f(c) ), 
0 /p. fz,1'11 ft"1 I tlr.'ui) <"?" ( <8) I fifl);v>,0))pr»> (fi9)  ^ c.)ti)
Then the E-step is given by 
Q (* I *W)) (32) 
G N<»> -
= 23 53 J [bp* (z«'8} I f»'fl);^x) -UnPro (fje) I V'ft.))] y,'81 (V>yj) dfie) 
g w<»1 , _ 6, ffl(e)) 
= 2323/ Qt(^) " (zje),*>,) -HnPr„ (f{B) I Wi9) i+uï) dtig)-
e=i t*=i 
We approximate expression (32) using Monte Carlo integration. This can be performed by drawing 
a large number M of independent samples 
~ ff(,) (*f(„œ) 
and computing 
Q (tf I V»(i)) (33) 
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G N<»> M 
-  E E Z  (=1 »=1 m=l 
'w-*>(>&) 
a* (<px) + c, (z^\y,) + lnpf(c) | vf(.i) ^mi «)' 
where 
and 
-(„ =( o»+(/ - e«) r">îïï+,3/"" <1" j 
6.2 Maximization Step 
We can separate the parameter space of •, into *y, because | and xje) | 
independent. Therefore we can write expression (33) as 
Q (i> I i>u)) 
^  a 
= Qv (^y i *(j))  + <9x (^ x  i #U)) + (V>f(.) i ^u)) '  
9=1 
where 
r«avi"-t»(«ai.) G WW Af 
(^y I (,)) = EZ Z 
9=1 1=1 m=l o* w 
(y.-s)-vv) 5m! (v'S), 
with 
and 
•sfi. = a, + 01 [(/ - bg)-' rgjts + c2'] . 
C NCI M 
Q* (^« i ^o))=è s £ 
9=1 i=l m=l 
where 
and 
*%. = «,+are!"', 
N<»> Af 
"mi K'!) • 
5|l.> (*« I *U)) = EË toP"" (55 I (*uj) • 
t=l m=l 
The M-step can be then calculated in three separate steps; 
1. Find Vyk+i) in *« such that 
Qv (vy+i) i v»ci>) > (tf„ | *u)) 
for all Vv € #y. 
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2. Find VzO+i) ™ ** such that 
5, (v»,o>i) i tfcfl) > Qz ( f l> x  i v>o)) 
for all € #*. 
3. For each g = 1, • • • ,G find in *f(,> such that 
Qf(t> ^f(â)(j+i) | V'O)) > Qf(«) ^f(e) I ^(j)) 
for all ipfd) € #f(,). 
The maximization in steps 1-3 can be performed analogously to the procedure described in 3.3.1. 
7 Simulation Studies 
7.1 Simulation Study I - Performance of Monte Carlo EM Algorithm 
A simulation study has been conducted to demonstrate the performance of the proposed Monte 
Carlo EM algorithm described in Section 3. 
7.1.1 Simulation Design 
We consider a single group confirmatory factor analysis model with five outcome variables where 
two are normal outcome variables and three are binary responses. Let 
P(y3i  = 11 /.) l (34) 1+ exp {-  (03 + 03 f i )}  
P(V4i = 1 I /•) 1 
1 +• exp {— (04 4- j34f i )}  
P(Vsi = 1 | fi) 1 1 +exp {-(as +/35/i)} ' 
where 
and 
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The parameters of this model are set to be as follows: 
= l,<rj = 1, 
a\ = o\ = 1, 
/?2 — 03 — 04 — 05 — 2| 
a2 = <*3 = ==<*5 = 1 
The simulation design is illustrated in Figure 1. 
7.1.2 Implementation 
The Monte Carlo EM algorithm as described in Section 3 was used to perform this simulation study. 
The number of replications for each simulation was r = 100. Simulations were conducted for sample 
size N = 100 and N = 500 respectively. The initial Monte Carlo sample size in the "burn in" phase 
was set to be M = 50 and the value for 6\ from (22) was set to be 0.001. The M-step required most of 
the computation time within each iteration. 
7.1.3 Results 
The simulation study demonstrated that the Monte Carlo EM algorithm converged rapidly after 
less than 200 iterations. The means of the model parameter estimates over the m = 100 simulation 
replications and the empirical sampling standard deviations of the parameter estimates across the 100 
replications are shown in Table 1. When N = 100, factor loading parameters are slightly overestimated. 
The situation improves generally when sample size is increased to N = 500. The ratios between the 
mean across the 100 replications of the estimated standard error estimates and the empirical mnwpling 
standard deviation of the parameter estimates across the 100 replications are summarized in Table 2. 
This ratio is close to one for all model parameters which indicates that the standard error estimation 
is accurate. 
7.1.4 Conclusion 
This small simulation study indicates, that the parameter estimation and standard error estimation 
for the simple model (34) using the Monte Carlo EM algorithm described in Section 3 is accurate even 
for a small sample size of TV = 100. 
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7.2 Simulation Study II - Single Group Analysis 
The purpose of this simulation study is to compare the performance of the FML estimation with multi 
stage general least square estimation for a latent variable model with mixed-type outcome variables. 
The most comprehensive computer programs to handle latent variable models with continuous and 
polytomous outcome variables are LISREL/PRELIS (Jôreskog and SOrbom, 1996) and Mplus (Muthén 
and Muthén, 1998). LISREL/PRELIS is based on a two-stage GLS procedure. The procedure is 
to first obtain the polychoric and polyserial correlation estimates and a weight matrix by PRELIS. 
In the second stage, the structural parameters in the correlation matrix are then estimated by the 
GLS procedure in LISREL. Mplus performs the estimation of latent variable models with mixed-type 
outcome variables by using a three stage estimation procedure. In the first stage, first order statistics 
are estimated by maximum likelihood estimation. In the second stage, second order statistics are 
estimated by conditional maximum likelihood for given first stage estimates. Finally in the last stage, 
model parameters are estimated using general least square estimation using first and second order 
statistics generated by the previous stages. In the FML estimation procedure, all parameters are 
estimated simultaneously. Although it requires heavy computation, it should represent the classical 
optimal solution and hence should provide a standard for comparison of less optimal multi-stage GLS 
procedures. Since multi-group analysis can not be performed directly with multi-stage GLS procedures, 
we compare in this simulation study the performance of the FML estimation with the multi-stage GLS 
estimation procedures of LISREL/PRELIS and Mplus for a single-group analysis. 
7.2.1 Simulation Design 
We consider the following model 
r » „ )  f 1 0 ) 
92» 0 1 
V3i = 031 0 
V*i 041 0 
{ y *  /  ; 0 0fa j 
C) 
("••"(£)) • 
C2i 
c3i 
Ui 
v« / 
* (°y + 0«sht) — * (ûj-i + Pei fe) i 
1 — 9 (ttfc-i + ) i 
(35) 
if j  = 1 
i f  1  < j < k - l  
i f  j  — k  
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for i  =  1 ,  •  •  • ,  N .  We assume 
C M C M i r ) ) '  
Ci~JV(0,*), 
where 
* = diag {crî.erï.ojrf.cri} . 
We can reparameterize model (35) to a traditional threshold model 
/ \ 
'  yu  , o x 
f € " x  
2/2» 0 1 «2» 
V3i 031 o / /H \ 
= + 
y*i 041 0 V /» / <4. 
to. 0 052 «5» 
< y«< J < 0  ^y 
where 
062 — 
062 
yjl  -Phtf j  
and yg is an underlying continuous variable which is related to the observed polytomous variable yg 
through 
'
u
'
s
'
s 7 ^  
1/6. 
h i  
fit 
2, 
= 3, 
if s- ^ 
^ <i,6i s y/l-èh>°3/2 
> 
q>-i 
Since the multi-stage GLS estimation procedures of LISREL/PRELIS and Mplus are based on the 
correlation matrix, weset<7f = l-«7 i^,<r§ = l — <r/a,<r§ = 1 — 031*7^,<74 = 1 — and <yf = 
1 - 052^% • 
For this simulation study, assume the following values for the factor loadings: 
031 = 1 
50 
041 = 1 
052 — 1 
062 = 1 
The factor covariance matrix is set to be 
*hh \ / 0.64 0.30 \ 
°tih "j, ) V 030 064 / ' 
and the error covariance matrix 
* = 0.361». 
Note that with the true values given above, the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of pi, • • •, y5, yj 
are equal to one. Therefore, results obtained from analyzing the covariance structure (FML estimation 
approach and the correlation structure (LISREL/PRELIS and Mplus) are comparable. To general­
ize the simulation results, we consider the following three conditions for the ordinal response variable 
yet | ft •-
CI: yei | fi has 2 categories, that is, y«i | f. € {1,2}. 
Threshold value: 0. 
C2: yet | fi has 4 categories, that is, y« I fi € {1,2,3,4} . 
Threshold values: —0.4,0,0.4. 
C3: yei I fi has 10 categories, that is, ys« | fi € {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}. 
Threshold values: -0.8, -0.6, -0.4, -0.2,0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8. 
For each of the above three conditions, we conducted a simulation with sample size N = 100,500, 
and 1,000. 
The model is illustrated in a path diagram in Figure 2. 
7.2.2 Implementation 
The number of replications for each simulation was r = 500. To ensure that this number is sufficiently 
large to permit a clear evaluation we also performed simulations with r = 10,000 replications. There 
were no changes in the simulation results and we concluded that a replication size of 500 was for 
this simulation study. The three stage GLS estimation procedure was performed by Mplus version 1.0 
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and the two stage GLS estimation procedure by LISREL/PRELIS version 8.5. We observed numerical 
instabilities when using LISREL/PRELIS for a small sample size (N = 100). JOreakog and Sûr bom 
(1984) claim that LISREL and PRELIS require a larger sample size than 200 for models that involve 
polytomous variables. Hence, we only conducted simulations with LISREL/PRELIS for sample sizes 
N = 500 and N = 1,000. The computation of the FML estimates was performed by maximizing the 
log-likelihood function (30) directly as described in Section 5 using R version 1.3.1. 
7.2.3 Aspects of Performance 
In order to compare the performance the FML estimation approach with the multi-stage GLS 
estimation approaches of Mplus and LISREL we evaluated four aspects: 
1. Bias of parameter estimates 
For each parameter, we computed the mean of the parameter estimates across the 500 replications. 
2. Variability of parameter estimates 
We computed the empirical sampling standard deviation of each parameter estimates across the 
500 replications. 
3. Precision of estimated standard errors 
For each parameter, we computed the ratio between the mean across the 500 replications of 
the estimated standard error estimates and the empirical sampling standard deviation of the 
parameter estimates across the 500 replications. If the standard error estimate is precise, this 
ratio should be close to one. 
4. 95 % confidence interval coverage 
We computed for selected parameters the 95 % normal distribution confidence interval coverage 
across the 500 replications. If the parameter estimates have an asymptotic normal distribution 
and if the estimated standard errors are precise, the 95 % confidence interval coverage should be 
close to 0.95. 
7.2.4 Results 
1. Bias of parameter estimates 
The means of the model parameter estimates over the r = 500 simulation replications are shown 
in Thhles 3-5. When N = 100, factor loading parameters are slightly overestimated for the 
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three stage GLS estimates provided by Mplus and the FML estimates. The situation improves 
generally when sample size is increased. This supports the theoretical finding that the parameter 
estimates are consistent (Jdreskog and Sflrbom, 1983; Muthén 1984; Lee and Poon, 1990). Figure 
3 presents baxplots of the Mplus, LISREL/PRELIS and FML estimators for selected parameters 
when N = 500 to depict the concentration of the empirical distributions around the true parameter 
values. Comparing the results in Tables 3-5, the number of categories doesn't affect the accuracy 
of the parameter estimates. This result is consistent with the results obtained in other simulation 
studies involving multi-stage general least square estimation (Muthén and Kaplan 1985; Poon 
and Lee, 1999). Overall, the parameter estimates are accurate for all three procedures in realistic 
sample sizes. 
2. Variability of parameter estimates 
The variabilities of the parameter estimates are also summarized in Tables 3-5 as the empirical 
sampling standard deviations across the 500 replications. The variabilities of the FML estimates 
are smaller than the variabilities of the multi-stage GLS estimates provided by LISREL/PRELIS 
and Mplus. This, of course, is consistent with the classical statistical inference theory which states 
that the maximum likelihood estimator represents the optimal solution. In particular, the three 
stage GLS estimates of Mplus exhibit a much higher variability than the FML estimates. As the 
sample size increases, the differences in the variability of the parameter estimates sightly decreases. 
Comparing the results of Table 3-5 reveals that the number of categories doesn't have an effect on 
the variability of the parameter estimates for all three approaches which is astonishing since one 
would expect more variability with more categories and additional parameters to be estimated. 
3. Precision of estimated standard errors 
The ratios between the mean across the 500 replications of the estimated standard error esti­
mates and the empirical «mpling standard deviation of the parameter estimates across the 500 
replications are reported in T&bles 7-8. This ratio is close to one for all model parameters only 
for the FML estimation approach. The estimation of standard errors for the two and three stage 
multi-stage GLS approaches seems to be a difficult task. The standard error estimates for LIS­
REL/PRELIS are all severely overestimated. When using Mplus, the simulation study indicates 
that the standard error estimates for the factor loading parameters and the parameters of the 
factor covariance matrix are severely underestimated while the standard error estimates for the 
error variances are overestimated. There is no evidence that standard error estimates of Mplus 
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and LISREL/PRELIS can be improved by increasing the sample size. Thus, the standard error 
estimates obtained by Mplus and LISREL/PRELIS may be based on inconsistent procedures. 
4. 95 % confidence interval coverage 
The 95 % confidence interval coverage based on normal distribution assumption for the factor 
loading parameters is reported in Table 9. Since LISREL/PRELIS overestimates the standard 
errors for the factor loadings, the confidence coverage is larger than 0.95. Mplus provides underes­
timated standard error estimates for the factor loadings and the confidence coverage is around 0.85 
even when the sample size is increased. Only the FML estimation approach provides confidence 
intervals which become close to 0.95 with increasing sample size and this is, of course, consistent 
with the theoretical properties of the mmrimnm likelihood estimator. 
7.2.5 Conclusion 
This simulation study indicates that parameter estimates for latent variable models with continuous 
and polytomous outcome variables are reliable for the FML and multi-stage GLS estimation approach. 
The •variability of the FML parameter estimates is clearly smaller than the variability of the less optimal 
multi-stage GLS parameter estimates, in particular, for small sample sizes. The number of categories for 
the polytomous variables doesn't affect the accuracy and variability of the parameter estimates for all 
three approaches. However, standard error estimates provided by Mplus and LISREL/PRELIS are not 
reliable regardless of the sample size. This result is consistent with the results of previous simulation 
studies (Poon and Wei, 1999; Lee, Poon and Bentler, 1995) performed with LISCOMP which is a 
previous version of Mplus . For instance, Lee, Poon and Bentler (1995) rlai™ that the results obtained 
from LISCOMP are questionable and should be handled with great care. Some other problems with 
LISCOMP have been noted by Reboussin and Liang (1998). Of course, all simulation studies suffer 
from a lack of generality. However, if a simulation study applied to a simple model indicates problems, 
it is likely that these problems will also appear in more complex models. We have seen in our simulation 
study which involves a simple confirmatory factor analysis model with mixed-type outcome variables 
that the standard error estimates provided by Mplus and LISREL/PRELIS are highly biased. Hence, 
for statistical of parameters of a latent variable model with continuous and polytomous responses, we 
recommend the use of the FML approach, even for situations where the multi-stage GLS using Mplus 
or LISREL/PRELIS can be applied. 
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7.3 Simulation Study III - Multi Group Analysis 
The purpose of this simulation study is to demonstrate our FML estimation for multi-group analysis 
situations. Note that our FML estimation procedure is fully efficient and provides meaningful parameter 
interpretation since no standardization is required. 
7.3.1 Study Design 
We consider a confirmatory factor analysis model with two groups. As described in Section 3.1, we 
assume that all measurement parameters are equal across groups while the parameters corresponding 
to the latent variables are allowed to vary between groups. Let 
/ n \ ( , „ "s „<»> ï 
isf 
i4?> 
»«' y 
0 
0 
«3 
\<*4 / 
1 
0 
031 
0 
1 
0 
0 042 y 
(Î) 
' (•*""(*)) " 
* (a5j +051 ai ^ +052/»^) » 
*(«=,+05l/l(?)+052/2(?)) 
(»5,-1+05l/1(?)+052/is)), 
l-$(ak_i+06,/^), 
for g  =  1 ,2  and % = 1, , N^.  We assume 
( ^ 
& 
4? 
V c«} ) 
if; = 1 
if 1 < j < k - 1 
if j = k 
e[9} ~ 
where 
* = diag . 
The model is illustrated in a path diagram in Figure 2. 
For this simulation study for assume the following values for the factor loadings: 
031 = 2, 
042 = 2, 
051 = li 
052 = 2. 
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The intercept values are set to be 
»3 = 1, 
04 = 1. 
The distributions for the latent variables are given by 
( îMO'Uï))  
and 
CHOC::)) 
The error covariance matrix is set to be 
* = L, 
To generalize the simulation results, we consider the following three conditions for the ordinal response 
variable Z\ : 
Cl: î/si I fi has 2 categories, that is, | U € {1,2} 
Intercept value: q;, = 0 
C2: ym | fi has 4 categories, that is, ySi | f< € {1,2,3,4} 
Intercept values: a5l = -l,a5l = 0,a5a = 1 
C3: ya | fi has 10 categories, that is, | fi € {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10} 
Intercept values: a5l = —4,»$, = —3, a53 = -2, as, = -1, Qs, = 0,ag6 = 1, a5y = 2, a5„ = 
3,0», =4 
For each of the above three conditions, we conducted a simulation with sample size JV'®' = 300,500, 
and 1,000 for g = 1,2. 
7.3.2 Implementation 
The number of replications for each simulation was r = 500. To ensure that this number is sufficiently 
large to permit a clear evaluation we also performed simulations with r = 10,000 replications. There 
were no changes in the simulation results and we concluded that a replication size of 500 was enough 
for this simulation study. The computation of the mmrimiim likelihood estimates was performed by 
maximizing the log-likelihood function (30) directly as described in Section 5 using R version 1.3.1. 
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7.3é3 Aspects of Performance 
In order to evaluate the performance our FML estimation approach in a multi-sample situation we 
consider the following aspects: 
1. Bias of parameter estimates 
For each parameter, we computed the mean of the parameter estimates across the 500 replications. 
2. Variability of parameter estimates 
We computed the empirical sampling standard deviation of each parameter estimates across the 
500 replications. 
3. Precision of estimated standard errors 
For each parameter, we computed the ratio between the mean across the 500 replications of 
the estimated standard error estimates and the empirical sampling standard deviation of the 
parameter estimates across the 500 replications. If the standard error estimate is precise, this 
ratio should be close to one. 
7.3.4 Results 
1. Bias of parameter estimates 
The means of the model parameter estimates over the r = 500 simulation replications are shown 
in Table 10. The factor loadings corresponding to the polytomous outcome variable y  ^ are 
slightly overestimated. As expected, the accuracy of the estimation is improved when the sample 
size is increased. The number of categories of the polytomous variable doesn't seem to affect the 
accuracy of the parameter estimation. 
2. Variability of parameter estimates 
The variabilities of the parameter estimates are also summarized in Table 10 as the empirical 
sampling standard deviation across the 500 replications. The variability decreases rapidly when 
the sample size is increased from 300 to 500 and only slightly when the sample size in increased 
from 500 to 1,000. The simulation results indicate that the factor loading estimates corresponding 
to the polytomous outcome variable (i.e. /351 and 0S2) have a higher variability then the factor 
loading estimates corresponding to the normal outcome variables. The number of categories of 
the polytomous variable doesn't have an effect on the variability of the parameter estimates. 
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3. Precision of estimated standard errors 
The ratios between the mean across the 500 replications of the estimated standard error estimates 
and the empirical sampling standard deviation of the parameter estimates across the 500 repli­
cations are reported in Table 11. This ratio is close to one for all model parameters even for a 
small sample size of 300. Therefore, the standard error estimates of the model parameters are 
consistent. 
7.3.5 Conclusion 
This simulation study demonstrates the performance of the FML estimation procedure for a multi-
group confirmatory factory analysis model with continuous and ordinal outcome variables. The para­
meter and standard error estimates are reliable for realistic sample sizes. The number of categories 
of the ordinal outcome variable does not seem to affect the accuracy and variability of the parameter 
estimates. 
8 An Example 
To demonstrate the proposed FML estimation with a real example, we analyze data from a substance 
abuse prevention study. The data are from the Project Family study, which was conducted at the 
Institute for Social and Behavioral Research at Iowa State University. Project Family investigations 
address the efficacy of universal competency-training interventions for families with young adolescents, 
factors influencing family participation in these interventions and strategies for the dissemination of 
validated preventive interventions (Spoth et al., 1998). Participants in the study were families of sixth 
graders enrolled in 33 rural schools of a Midwestern state. These schools were randomly assigned to 
one of three experimental conditions: the seven-session Iowa Strengthening Families Program (ISFP), 
the five session Preparing for the Drug Free Years Program (PDFY), and a minimal-contact control 
condition. Data were based on self-report and observational-report items of in-home interviews. In 
this example, we analyze data which were collected one year after the initiation of the intervention 
programs. There were 134 families assigned to ISFP, 146 to PDFY, and 149 to the control group. 
Based on the knowledge of the underlying study, a confirmatory factor analysis models that involves 
two non-overlapping factors is used to analyze the data. The first factor is denoted as Parent-Child 
Affective Quality (PCAQ) and consists of four indicators. Two of them are based on a self report 
while the remaining are based on an observational report. The self-report indicators are computed 
as averages over four 7-point Likert type questions. The observational report indicators are averages 
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over three 9-point Likert type questions. Therefore all 4 indicators are treated as continuous responses. 
The second factor is denoted as Intervention Targeted Behaviors (ITB). This factor consists of four self 
reported indicators. Two of these self reported indicators are averages over three 5-point Likert type 
questions. The other two indicators are both based on a single questions with a binary outcome (1= 
"Agree" or 0= "Disagree"). The questions corresponding to the binary responses are "I have explained 
my rules concerning alcohol use to my child " and "I am able to control my anger and frustration". The 
indicator variables are denoted as follows: PoeAffO = positive affect observational report (continuous), 
NegAffO = negative affect observational report (continuous), PosAffP = positive affect parent report 
(continuous), NegAffP = negative affect parent report (continuous), Involve? = involving child in family 
activities and decisions parent report (continuous), CommP = communication with child parent report 
(continuous), RulConP = communications of substance use rules parents report (binary), and AngMgtP 
= anger management parents report (binary). The model is illustrated in Figure 4 and can be written 
as 
PosAffoj8' \ f 0 1 0 \ f 4? 
\ 
Involve? ^  0 0 1 / 1 \ 4? 
NegAffOje) 
PosAfiP,^  
NegAffP  ^
= 
C*3 
Û4 
as 
031 
041 
061 
0 
0 
0 
1 
A" 
/(e) 
\ »2i 
+ 
4f 
4? 
CommP ^  / , a 6  0 062 U} / 
pfcu.o.pi" 14") = 1+g[p{_(a'i+g73/,.,)} 
P  ( « " )  =  —  
where for g  = ISFP, PDFY, Control and t = 1,• • •, N^.  We assume 
GMGHS $)) 
and ~ AT (0, $(*)) , where is a diagonal matrix. 
Note that this model cannot be analyzed with existing multi-stage GLS estimation procedures 
without fixing certain parameters corresponding to the latent variables. Therefore, we will use the 
Monte Carlo EM algorithm as described in Section 3 to compute the FML estimates. The initial Monte 
Carlo sample size in the "burn in" phase was set to be Af = 50 and the value for Si from (22) was set 
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to be 0.001. Convergence was reached after 283 iterations. The convergence of the Monte-Carlo EM 
algorithm is monitored for selected parameters in Figure 5. 
The estimates for the parameters corresponding to the latent variables for the three treatment groups 
are summarized in Table 12. The estimated correlations between the two latent constructs PCAQ and 
IIP are 0.344 for ISFP, 0.414 for PDFY, and 0.376 for the Control group respectively, which indicates 
a positive linear association between the Parent-Child Affective Quality and Intervention Targeted 
Behaviors for all three experimental conditions. The distributions of the factors PCAQ and I TP are 
illustrated in Figure 6 for the three groupe. It appears that the variability of the factors PCAQ and 
ITP tor the ISFP group is higher than for the PDFY and Control group. 
The researchers were particularly interested in comparing the factor means of PCAQ and ITB 
between the three groups. A test of equivalence between the factor means of the three groups provided 
a p value of 0.0002 for PCAQ and 0.0014 for ITB. The p values of the one-sided pairwise tests for the 
factor means are summarized in Table 13. The results indicate that there is a significant intervention 
effect on both factors for ISFP and PDFY. 
9 Discussion 
In this paper we have proposed a simple model parameterization for latent variable models with 
mixed-type outcome variables. Our approach allows outcome variables from any exponential family 
yet outcome variables do not have to come from the same exponential family. Moreover, the para­
meterization used in our approach is particularly useful for coherent multi-sample situations since it 
provides meaningful parameter interpretation for those parameters which vary across groups. To com­
pute full maximum likelihood estimates, we use an EM algorithm. The E-step can be conveniently 
carried out using Monte-Carlo integration. In general, the M-step can be computed using an iteratively 
re-weighted least square procedure. We also described how to compute standard errors and how to 
find reliable starting values for the EM algorithm. Additionally, our approach allows a flexible choice 
for the distribution of the latent variables. In the special situations where we consider a model with 
a mixture of several normal outcome variables and one polytomous outcome variables and where we 
assume normality for the latent variables, we can formulate a log-likelihood function which can be easily 
maximized directly without using an EM algorithm. All existing approaches for latent variable models 
with mixed-type outcome variables are restricted to normal and polytomous response variables. They 
are all based on some type of multi-stage GLS estimation procedure and rely heavily on the normality 
assumption of the latent variables. Moreover, they may be inefficient for small sample sizes and large 
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models as demonstrated in a simulation study. A more serious restriction of the existing multi-stage 
GLS estimation procedures is the fact that they can not be applied directly to multi-sample situations 
since they require standardization. 
The approach described in this paper provides therefore an important contribution for multi-group 
analysis of latent variable models with mixed-type outcome variables. 
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Table 1 Simulation Study I: Means of parameter estimates and empirical sam-
N = 100 N = 500 
Q2 0.099 
0.092 
1.000 
0.045 
03 1.064 
0.122 
1.008 
0.061 
"4 1.033 
0.125 
0.986 
0.058 
"5 1.052 
0.092 
0.991 
0.051 
02 1.997 
0.111 
1.999 
0.088 
03 2.067 
0.175 
2.010 
0.119 
04 2.131 
0.166 
2.027 
0.107 
05 2.168 
0.174 
2.028 
0.112 
of 1.031 
0.153 
0.998 
0.061 
0.994 
0.150 
0.992 
0.063 
1.082 
0.143 
1.005 
0.053 
1.182 
0.162 
1.072 
0.091 
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Table 2 Simulation Study L Precision of standard errors: Ratio of means 
across 100 replications of the standard error estimates and the em­
pirical sampling standard deviation of the parameter estimates across 
100 replications for Cl 
TV = 100 N = 500 
Q2 0.942 0.985 
<*3 0.950 1.023 
<u 0.814 0.919 
"5 0.929 1.086 
02 0.983 0.961 
02 0.925 1.008 
04 0.887 1.006 
0s 1.137 1.110 
0.934 1.013 
4 0.929 1.033 
0.973 1.021 
4 0.952 1.091 
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Table 3 Simulation Study II: Means of parameter estimates and empirical sam­
pling standard deviations across 500 simulation replications: Design 
ci 
JV = 1C 10 JV = 50 0 AT = 1,000 
FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL 
031 1.007 
0.096 
0.999 
0.132 
NA 
NA 
0.998 
0.041 
1.000 
0.059 
0.999 
0.048 
1.000 
0.029 
0.998 
0.039 
1.000 
0.034 
041 1.005 
0.097 
1.007 
0.134 
NA 
NA 
1.000 
0.040 
1.000 
0.058 
0.998 
0.051 
1.000 
0.028 
0.998 
0.042 
1.002 
0.035 
0S2 1.017 
0.136 
1.017 
0.165 
NA 
NA 
1.000 
0.056 
0.999 
0.063 
1.003 
0.060 
1.005 
0.040 
0.999 
0.049 
1.002 
0.041 
062 1.020 
0.128 
1.034 
0.167 
NA 
NA 
0.998 
0.055 
1.000 
0.057 
1.016 
0.068 
1.002 
0.041 
1.00 
0.051 
1.009 
0.045 
< 0.643 
0.076 
0.646 
0.142 
NA 
NA 
0.642 
0.033 
0.644 
0.066 
0.630 
0.043 
0.640 
0.023 
0.641 
0.042 
0.632 
0.031 
°7i/a 0.299 
0.071 
0.301 
0.089 
NA 
NA 
0.301 
0.030 
0.304 
0.040 
0.296 
0.036 
0.300 
0.022 
0.298 
0.029 
0.298 
0.024 
4, 0.642 
0.095 
0.640 
0.155 
NA 
NA 
0.641 
0.042 
0.638 
0.066 
0.626 
0.049 
0.638 
0.031 
0.640 
0.049 
0.634 
0.034 
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Table 4 Simulation Study H: Means of parameter estimates and empirical stan­
dard deviations across 500 simulation replication: Design C2 
JV = 1C 0 N — 500 N =1,000 
FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL 
031 1.000 
0.093 
1.024 
0.143 
NA 
NA 
1.001 
0.040 
1.000 
0.057 
1.002 
0.042 
1.000 
0.028 
1.004 
0.040 
1.003 
0.029 
041 1.003 
0.093 
1.018 
0.141 
NA 
NA 
1.000 
0.040 
0.999 
0.061 
1.004 
0.045 
1.000 
0.029 
1.005 
0.039 
1.001 
0.029 
052 1.006 
0.110 
1.014 
0.159 
NA 
NA 
0.999 
0.047 
1.002 
0.063 
1.003 
0.074 
1.001 
0.033 
1.003 
0.045 
0.999 
0.046 
062 1.006 
0.113 
1.024 
0.147 
NA 
NA 
1.001 
0.050 
1.009 
0.064 
1.009 
0.069 
1.002 
0.033 
1.005 
0.043 
1.002 
0.046 
0.645 
0.078 
0.637 
0.147 
NA 
NA 
0.640 
0.034 
0.638 
0.063 
0.628 
0.041 
0.640 
0.023 
0.635 
0.045 
0.633 
0.026 
0.300 
0.066 
0.300 
0.089 
NA 
NA 
0.299 
0.030 
0.298 
0.039 
0.296 
0.036 
0.300 
0.021 
0.296 
0.027 
0.297 
0.023 
4, 0.643 
0.084 
0.636 
0.147 
NA 
NA 
0.641 
0.037 
0.640 
0.067 
0.632 
0.054 
0.640 
0.023 
0.636 
0.047 
0.637 
0.035 
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Table 5 Simulation Study II: Means of parameter estimates and empirical stan­
dard deviations across 500 simulation replications: Design C3 
AT = 10 0 TV = 500 AT = 1,000 
FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL 
031 1.014 
0.095 
1.020 
0.146 
NA 
NA 
0.999 
0.041 
1.000 
0.059 
1.000 
0.044 
0.999 
0.028 
0.994 
0.043 
1.000 
0.030 
0*1 1.023 
0.105 
1.021 
0.146 
NA 
NA 
0.999 
0.041 
1.000 
0.057 
1.000 
0.045 
1.002 
0.027 
0.999 
0.044 
1.000 
0.031 
0S2 1.013 
0.109 
1.000 
0.148 
NA 
NA 
1.002 
0.044 
0.999 
0.063 
1.002 
0.073 
1.009 
0.030 
1.002 
0.041 
1.000 
0.049 
062 1.014 
0.100 
1.014 
0.136 
NA 
NA 
1.001 
0.043 
1.004 
0.057 
0.995 
0.057 
1.013 
0.031 
1.006 
0.042 
0.998 
0.041 
0.631 
0.086 
0.638 
0.154 
NA 
NA 
0.644 
0.034 
0.644 
0.066 
0.632 
0.040 
0.641 
0.023 
0.641 
0.046 
0.637 
0.027 
ahh 0.302 
0.067 
0.299 
0.093 
NA 
NA 
0.299 
0.029 
0.304 
0.039 
0.296 
0.035 
0.299 
0.019 
0.299 
0.028 
0.299 
0.023 
0.639 
0.080 
0.645 
0.156 
NA 
NA 
0.639 
0.036 
0.639 
0.065 
0.631 
0.053 
0.630 
0.025 
0.638 
0.046 
0.636 
0.037 
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Table 6 Simulation Study H: Precision of standard errors: Ratio of means 
across 500 prelicatkms of the standard error estimates and the em­
pirical sampling standard deviation of the parameter estimates across 
500 replications for CI 
N = 10 10 JV = 5fl 0 N — 1,000 
FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus T.TSBF.T. 
031 0.961 0.722 NA 0.993 0.716 1.163 0.966 0.767 1.148 
041 0.949 0.724 NA 0.999 0.796 1.078 1.012 0.718 1.119 
@12 0.915 0.782 NA 0.967 0.803 1.004 0.960 0.796 0.972 
062 0.977 0.803 NA 1.009 0.826 1.218 0.946 0.827 1.275 
A 0.998 0.575 NA 1.019 0.569 1.556 1.023 0.631 1.586 
°hh 0.943 0.768 NA 1.016 0.820 1.094 0.950 0.817 1.166 
0.962 0.632 NA 0.987 0.614 1.390 0.925 0.632 1.445 
Table 7 Simulation Study II: Precision of standard errors: Ratio of means 
across 500 prelications of the standard error estimates and the em­
pirical sampling standard deviation of the parameter estimates across 
500 replications for C2 
N = 1C 10 # = 500 JV = 1,000 
FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL 
031 0.984 0.692 NA 1.009 0.751 1.379 1.008 0.745 1.395 
041 0.993 0.712 NA 1.006 0.699 1.288 0.987 0.763 1.386 
0*2 0.983 0.732 NA 1.010 0.781 1.138 0.992 0.775 1.273 
062 0.963 0.801 NA 0.988 0.787 1.267 1.024 0.823 1.320 
< 0.967 0.561 NA 0.991 0.605 1.683 1.018 0.598 1.834 
Chll 1.004 0.759 NA 0.987 0.815 1.140 0.980 0.827 1.259 
° f 2  1.005 0.616 NA 1.010 0.609 1.422 0.986 0.606 1.559 
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Table 8 Simulation Study II: Precision of standard errors: Ratio of means 
across 500 prelications of the standard error estimates and the em­
pirical sampling standard deviation of the parameter estimates across 
500 replications for C3 
JV = 100 # = 500 A" = 1,000 
FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL 
031 0.992 0.692 NA 0.993 0.717 1.337 0.996 0.705 1.347 
041 0.907 0.679 NA 0.990 0.738 1.303 1.048 0.692 1.331 
052 0.922 0.714 NA 0.988 0.721 1.286 1.025 0.776 1.318 
0& 0.985 0.784 NA 1.025 0634 1.573 0.995 0.782 1.529 
0.882 0.541 NA 0.988 0.569 1.725 1.038 0.576 1.828 
ah!i 0.965 0.729 NA 1.020 0.795 1.189 1.057 0.807 1.300 
4, 0.986 0.555 NA 0.978 0.591 1.551 1.021 0.596 1.571 
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Table 9 Simulation Study II: 95 percent confidence coverage for factor loadings 
parameters 
# = = 100 N — 500 # = 1,000 
Design FML Mplus FML Mplus LISREL FML Mplus LISREL 
CI 031 0.936 0.828 0.953 0.824 0.980 0.943 0.868 0.980 
041 0.957 0.848 0.952 0.856 0.950 0.943 0.836 0.968 
052 0.954 0.894 0.950 0.872 0.952 0.946 0.886 0.946 
062 0.957 0.902 0.952 0.908 0.992 0.951 0.888 0.980 
C2 031 0.952 0.824 0.948 0.864 0.992 0.957 0.850 0.996 
041 0.952 0.844 0.955 0.850 0.992 0.955 0.856 0.994 
052 0.961 0.876 0.951 0.870 0.986 0.953 0.876 0.994 
062 0.949 0.878 0.949 0.890 0.988 0.958 0.890 0.992 
C3 031 0.971 0.846 0.969 0.848 0.988 0.944 0.830 0.988 
041 0.946 0.832 0.946 0.850 0.986 0.944 0.822 0.990 
052 0.932 0.852 0.932 0.848 0.984 0.952 0.864 0.992 
062 0.965 0.882 0.965 0.98 1.000 0.947 0.866 1.000 
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Table 10 Simulation Study HI: Means of parameter estimates and standard 
errors 
Design CI C2 C3 
N 300 500 1,000 300 500 1,000 300 500 1,000 
031 2.012 
0.102 
2.003 
0.068 
1.996 
0.050 
2.007 
0.109 
1.996 
0.085 
2.002 
0.058 
1.998 
0.121 
1.965 
0.083 
1.993 
0.047 
042 1.979 
0.079 
1.996 
0.067 
2.012 
0.044 
2.007 
0.097 
1.989 
0.067 
2.008 
0.046 
1.998 
0.081 
2.014 
0.067 
1.985 
0.052 
051 1.021 
0.176 
0.966 
0.132 
0.986 
0.072 
1.060 
0.232 
1.015 
0.139 
1.011 
0.132 
0.972 
0.159 
0.987 
0.103 
1.019 
0.082 
062 2.181 
0.473 
1.942 
0.242 
1.958 
0.151 
2.115 
0.407 
2.032 
0.253 
2.022 
0.223 
2.006 
0.305 
1.994 
0.193 
2.013 
0.183 
«if" 0.982 
0.095 
0.998 
0.064 
1.017 
0.059 
0.998 
0.102 
0.999 
0.081 
1.000 
0.051 
0.996 
0.102 
1.013 
0.067 
0.9917 
0.084 
1.031 
0.096 
0.999 
0.081 
0.995 
0.052 
0.996 
0.088 
1.004 
0.082 
0.996 
0.053 
1.016 
0.106 
0.983 
0.067 
0.999 
0.057 
1.528 
0.151 
1.497 
0.117 
1.510 
0.072 
1.495 
0.161 
1.487 
0.126 
1.495 
0.088 
1.521 
0.196 
1.506 
0.103 
1.513 
0.084 
*4" 
1.481 
0.156 
1.507 
0.121 
1.489 
0.061 
1.497 
0.146 
1.507 
0.124 
1.499 
0.078 
1.483 
0.181 
1.474 
0.094 
1.520 
0.095 
v 
0.021 
0.053 
0.001 
0.059 
-0.005 
0.059 
-0.008 
0.068 
-0.006 
0.056 
-0.002 
0.038 
0.011 
0.075 
-0.015 
0.051 
0.011 
0.034 
-0.020 
0.060 
-0.003 
0.062 
-0.004 
0.034 
-0.013 
0.072 
-0.007 
0.054 
0.000 
0.035 
0.024 
0.077 
0.013 
0.050 
-0.0012 
0.061 
1.004 
0.089 
1.000 
0.063 
0.999 
0.040 
0.986 
0.083 
0.999 
0.056 
1.000 
0.051 
1.023 
0.075 
0.998 
0.049 
1.027 
0.029 
w 
1.012 
0.067 
0.986 
0.067 
0.991 
0.043 
0.989 
0.090 
1.002 
0.059 
1.001 
0.048 
0.996 
0.088 
1.021 
0.073 
1.020 
0.052 
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Table 11 Simulation Study III: Precision of standard errors: Ratio of means 
across 500 prelications of the standard error estimates and the empir­
ical sampling standard deviation of the parameter estimates across 
500 replications 
Design CI C2 C3 
N 300 500 1,000 300 500 1,000 300 500 1,000 
031 0.947 0.838 0.974 1.014 1.012 0.989 1.211 1.015 1.092 
042 0.879 0.945 0.973 1.048 0.948 1.016 0.899 0.956 1.022 
051 0.855 0.969 0.924 1.047 0.903 1.024 0.827 0.886 0.9447 
052 1.054 0.934 0.929 0.952 0.867 1.105 0.800 0.864 0.918 
0.981 0.842 1.054 1.028 1.054 0.983 0.792 0.856 1.056 
0.941 1.047 0.966 0.899 1.068 0.994 1.067 0.888 1.055 
0.933 0.956 0.935 1.014 1.025 1.017 1.162 0.936 0.962 
1.018 0.997 0.918 0.934 1.025 0.969 1.128 0.889 1.103 
0.894 1.024 1.043 0.900 0.960 0.950 0.835 0.855 0.916 
v 
0.798 1.070 0.941 0.961 0.924 0.961 1.028 0.971 1.047 
v 
1.025 0.951 0.955 0.965 0.948 1.091 0.883 0.931 0.976 
0.778 1.028 0.914 1.053 0.894 1.040 0.925 1.073 1.067 
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Table 12 Example Project Family Study: Parameter estimates for the latent 
ISFP PDFY Control 
"A 5.527 5.450 5.311 
3.784 3.911 3.694 
< 0.295 0.197 0.175 
ahh 0.093 0.082 0.076 
0.248 0.199 0.233 
Table 13 Example Project Family Study: p-values for one-sided pairwise tests 
between ISFP, PDFY, and control group for PCAQ and ITB factor 
means 
Hypotheses PCAQ ITB 
ISFP vs. Control <0.0001 0.0302 
PDFY vs. Control <0.0001 <0.0001 
ISFP vs. PDFY 0.0676 0.0015 
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2.00 
1) (binary) 
(cont) 
(binary) 
(binary) 
(cont) 
Figure 1 Simulation Study I: Illustration of the study Hasign 
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0.36 
0.36 
e2 
1.00 0.36 
CO 
0.36 
e4 
1.00 0.36 
e4 
0.36 
e*6 y*6 
Figure 2 Simulation Study II: Illustration of the study <Wign 
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1.2 
s1-1 | i o  
0.9 
0.8 
FML Mplus LISREL 
0.4 
0.8 
FML Mplus LISREL 
0.9i 
1 0.7 
3? 0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
FML Mplus LISREL 
Figure 3 Simulation Study II: Boxpiots for selected parameters for N 
a nd  s tudy  d es ign  Cl .  
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Ke1. 
Parent-Child 
Affective Quality 
,e5y 
Intervention 
Targeted 
Behaviors 
PosAffP 
PosAffO 
CommP 
NegAffO 
InvolveP 
NegAffP 
AngMgtP (binary) 
RulConP (binary) 
Figure 4 Project Family Study: Illustration of confirmatory factor analysis 
model. 
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Iteration 
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Iteration 
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Iteration 
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Iteration 
0 50 100 150 200 250 
Iteration 
Figure 5 Project Family Study: Convergence of Monte-Carlo EM algorithm 
for selected parameters. 
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Distribution of PCAQ 
Control 
— PDFY 
— ISFP 
0.7-
0.4-
4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
Distribution of ITB 
ISFP 
PDFY 
Control 
0.85 
0.70 
0.55 
3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2 
Figure 6 Project Family Study: Distribution of PCAQ and ITB for the three 
experimental conditions. 
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LATENT VARIABLE MODELS FOR MISCLASSIFŒD 
POLYTOMOUS OUTCOME VARIABLES 
A paper to be submitted to the British Journal of Mathematical and Statistical Psychology 
Jens C. Eickhoff and Yasuo Amemiya 
Abstract 
Latent variable modeling is a multivariate statistical technique commonly used in the social and 
behavioral sciences. In many studies, the response variables are polytomous, and are possibly affected 
by misclassification/response errors. In this paper, we consider a latent variable model with polyto­
mous outcome variables. We propose a new approach which takes into account the response error 
associated with the measured polytomous outcome variables. A computationally efficient Monte Carlo 
EM algorithm is developed to compute the maximum likelihood estimates. To validate the benefits of 
our approach, a simulation study is conducted. The approach is illustrated using a substance abuse 
prevention study. 
Keywords and Phrases: Maximum likelihood estimation; Response probability; Monte Carlo EM 
algorithm; Likelihood ratio test; Social and behavioral applications. 
1 Introduction 
The problem of analyzing concepts or variables which are not directly observable and can only be 
measured through related indicators arises frequently in practice. In these situations, latent variable 
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modeling provides a useful statistical technique. Historically, latent variable modeling was originated 
by peychometrician in form of factor analysis which was later extended to the more general structural 
equation analysis (e.g., Bentler, 1983; JOreskog, 1981). Today, latent variable models are extensively 
used in the behavioral, social, and medical sciences. 
In many psychosocial applications, the outcome variables are in polytomous form. Typically exam­
ples include Likert type outcome variable (e.g., "disagree", "neutral", "agree") to measure psychosocial 
phenomena such as various traits, attitudes or opinions. While methods for analyzing latent variable 
models with continuous outcome variables are well developed, relatively little work has been done on 
models where the outcome variables are in noncontinuous form. Bock and Lieberman (1970) considered 
a maximum likelihood method for factor analysis models with dichotomous outcome variables and only 
one factor. However, likelihood analysis for models involving higher dimensional latent vari­
ables becomes computationally infeasible since it requires maximization over multiple integrals which 
are intractable. This let to the development of multi-stage generalized least square estimation based 
on limited first and second-order sample using polychoric and polyserial correlations (Muthen, 1984; 
Lee and Poon, 1987; JOreskog, 1990). Multi-stage GLS estimation procedures for structural equation 
models with polytomous outcome variables have been implemented in popular psychometrical software 
packages including LISCOMP (Mdthen, 1987), EQS (Bentler, 1992), LISREL/PRELIS (JOreskog and 
SOrbom, 1996), and Mplus (Muthen and Mùthen, 1998). 
It is realistic to assume that polytomous outcome variables of latent variable models in psychosocial 
research applications are associated with systematic misclassification. For instance, in many situations 
one might expect that subjects might deliberately give incorrect answers to sensitive or touchy of 
question (e.g., "Have you ever used any illegal drugs?", etc.). Ignoring these erroneous responses might 
lead to errors in inference about the latent variables. While misclassification of binary and polytomous 
responses has been intensively studied for regression models (e.g., Copas, 1988; Albert and Chib, 1993), 
little work has been done to incorporate response errors into the latent variable model framework. 
The main purpose of this paper is to address the problem of response errors in psychosocial applica­
tions and subsequently to develop a latent variable model with polytomous outcome variables allowing 
for misclassification which might provide an useful tool in the data analysis for many social and be­
havioral research studies. In many applications, researchers are interested in performing comparisons 
between different groups (e.g., treatment groups versus control group). Thus, we propose an approach 
here which allows for misclassification and which is also appropriate for coherent multi-group analysis. 
This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, the general model and motivation for our approach is 
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discussed. The mmrimiim likelihood estimation procedure via Monte Carlo EM algorithm is described 
in Section 3. In Section 4, a simulation study is performed. An application from a substance abuse 
intervention study is discussed in Section 5. Finally, a brief conclusion in given in Section 6. 
2 Model and Motivation 
Let yj(') = , • • •, denote a set of p outcome variables for the g t h  group, g = 1, • •  • ,  G 
measured on the i t h  individual, i = !,- — ,#(*). We assume that each outcome variable is in 
polytomous form with c(k) categories ci < • • • < cc(*). Independence is assumed between the groups 
and i.i.d. samples within each group. Let denote a K dimensional latent variables, where 
f j ( , )  ~ N (/*,(,) ,  ) .  (1) 
We assume that the outcome variables , • • •, y  ^are conditionally independent given and 
that 
f (^=c; |f^) (2) 
i f j  =  1  
ifj = c(*) 
for k = 1 • - • ,p and aj»1 < - • - < ai'l(t)-i)-
The parameters and 0  ^describe the measurement properties of each outcome variable. To 
identify model (2), we set 
=0, 
and 
while the remaining measurement and latent variable parameters are unrestricted. 
In multi-group analysis, the same instruments are typically applied to all groups and it is therefore 
reasonable to assume that the measurement parameters are invariant over groups, that is, 
akj = •~ s = akP =Q*j. for3 = 1» 
m,1} = • • '=^ ~ 0k-
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Table 1 Response probability matrix: 7, denotes misclassification parameter, 
X denotes unspecified misrlmarification 
true response greater than 
Cl C2 C3 Cc(fc) 
Cl 7i X X X 
observed C2 0 72 X • • • : 
response C3 I 0 73 X 
at most : " • * *•. X 
Cc(t) o ... o —- 7e(k) 
The means, variances and covariances of the latent variables are allowed to vary across groupe. 
This setting is appropriate for many applications but, of course, the notation of our approach can be 
easily modified for other situations, where, for example, invariance is assumed for certain latent variable 
parameters across groups or different measurement parameters are assumed for different groups. 
To incorporate the response error, we assume that instead of observing the true outcome variables 
y",-s^ ,• • •,directly, we observe possibly nonclassified outcome variables yjf'. An intuitive 
way to describe the relationship between observed and true outcome variables would be to write 
p(y* = k i  I và* =*') =P>?)> for j,Z = l,- -,c(A). 
This would add Y^g=i (lc (*)]2 — additional parameters to the model and clearly, without 
further restrictions, the model is not identified. It is extremely difficult to give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for identification for this type of punmytoriMtinp and this will not be attempted here. 
Instead, we propose a different type of parameterization which can be considered reasonable in many 
applications, and which provides a meaningful interpretation. Specifically, we assume a monotone 
misclassification pattern, that is, misclassification may occur only in one direction in the sense that 
if the true response of a subjects falls into category kj, the observed response may be any category 
ki < kj. The monotone misclassification pattern is illustrated in Table 1. 
A monotone misclassification pattern is a realistic assumption for many applications. For instance, 
consider a question assessing alcohol drinking behavior. Subjects are asked the question "How often 
do you drink alcohol ?". Assume that the possible responses are categorized as 
1: never/occasionally, 
2: moderately, 
3: excessively. 
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If the true drinking behavior of a subject is in the category "never/occasionally", it is reasonable 
to assume the observed response will not fall in the category "moderately" or "excessively". However, 
if the drinking behavior of the subject is moderately, we are willing to allow for an understatement in 
the observed response, that is, the observed response might fall into the "never/occasionally" category 
but not into the "excessively" category. Finally, if the subject is an excessive drinker, one may suspect 
that the subject might understate his/her drinking behavior, that is, the observed response might fall 
into the "never/occasionally" or "moderately" category. 
We can express the monotone nii«riamifi«>tinii pattern as 
p  (»« ^ c i  I Vki3 )  > c j) = 7fc®\ 
p (v* > <h I Vkia)  ^ci) = 
for j = 1, • • •, c (*) — 1, g = 1, • • •, G and 7  ^ 6 [0,1]. For notational simplicity, we assume invariance 
of the misclassification parameters across groups, that is, we set 7  ^— - - = 7  ^= fkj. The extension 
to models with different misclassification parameters across groups is straightforward.. 
The conditional probabilities given can be written as 
P (v* = % i ffs)) 
7ki + (1 - 7fci) P (y^> = ci I f^9)) , 
-7fcu-i) - (1 - 7&U-1)) P (yM*} S <h-1 I <iB)) . 
. 
1 
- 7fc(c(*)-t) - (l - 7k(c(fc)-l)) P (l/fcifl) < c=(fc)-l I fje)) , 
Therefore we can write 
= 
if j = 1 
if 1<j <c(fc)-l 
if  j  = c(k) 
p (y* = c; i (3) 
7« + 
7k; + 
1-7&1 
-7*0-1) -
1 + exp {- (afci + } ' 
1 
~ 7 kj 
1 + exp {- (akj + 0k } ' 
1 ~ 7t(j-i) 
if j = 1 
1 -7*(c(*)-i) 
1+ exp { - + &kfia)) } 
l-7 t ( cW-i) 
14-Gxp{- (ûfc(c(Jk)-i) 
if 1< j <c(*)-l 
i f  j  = c ( k )  
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3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation via Monte Carlo EM Algorithm 
3.1 Monte Carlo EM Algorithm 
Let 
= (ikir-- , l tk(c(k)-i) 'akir-- ,* = 1, -,p 
V»f(«) = (/ifo.vec (£,(„>)), g = G 
1>p, tfrrco, • • •, v>f(o ) 
and 
y = (y(1),--,y(C)), 
f = 
The log-likelihood function of the observed data set is given by 
G p . /c(t) .(,) \ 
' i y) = 53 53 £log / ( ii [p te1 = i fi"); **)] i * (f.'s) i *f<»') dfis)> w 
g=i ,=i *=i -/ y,=i y 
where P = c, | are given in (3), <t> (• | ) denotes the density function of a multivariate 
normal distribution with mean and covariance matrix , and 
I 0, else 
The direct maximization of the log-likelihood function given in (4) is difficult since it involves multiple 
integrals which are not analytically or even numerically tractable. If the latent variables fj8  ^ were 
directly observable we would simply maximize the complete data log-likelihood function, 
nv> |y ,f) (5 )  
g n<" 
-  E E  
9=1 1=1 
p e(fc) 
5 3 5 3 l o g p  ( v «  =  i  f < f l ) ; ^ * ) + l o 8 0  ( f i 1 9 )  i  )  
t=i j=i 
using standard optimization procedures. Therefore, we treat as missing and formulate the model as 
a missing data problem. The EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin, 1977) provides a natural ap­
proach to this problem. The algorithm attempts to maximize the complete data log-likelihood function 
(5) iteratively by replacing it by its conditional expectations given the observed variables and therefore 
evades the direct maximizing of the observed-data log-likelihood function (4). At the j*k iteration with 
the current the following steps are required: 
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1. E-Step: Evaluate the conditional expectation of the complete data log-likelihood function given 
the observed data 
E [r (t/> I y, f) I y; ^ >] = f^jr I y(9), f(e)) p (f(e> I y^; V>U)) df(e) - (6) 
0=1 
2. M-Step: Find in # such that 
E [r ( '^+1> | y,f)  | y; *«] > E [f | y.f)  |  y;^>] 
for all V in *. 
3.1.1 E-Step via Monte Carlo Integration 
The E-step is complicated by the need to compute expectations with respect to the conditional distri­
bution p |  y(*); for which no closed form solution is available. Rewriting p |  yW; 
jp (y(e) I f(fl); *0>) <t> (f(fl) I *fc>) <ff(9) 
and substituting into equation (6) provides 
= £ 
E [l* (^|y,f) |y;^U )] 
c y l* (V'fc, V>f(») I y(g), f(g)) p (y(g) 1 | ^ „)df(') 
(7) 
9=1 
c af(,) 
where 
J P (yto) I l j 0 (f(9) | df(») 
w --- /. y ew 
=  5 3 5 3 /  5 3  5 3 l o g p t o ' = c i i f f e ) ; v » f c ) + l o g ( f l a ) i v f ( . i )  u > i a ) ( i > ù ) ) d f f s ) ,  
g= 1 (=1 ' |_fc=l J = 1 
f ft Iff (»%' = Ci I * («*" I *»>) 
/ (ÂE ^  (»« = Cj 1 * (•?" I *52>) 
If the dimension of f^3' is small, the E-step can be computed via numerical quadrature (Engels, 1980). 
For general situations, we suggest to approximate (7) by using Monte Carlo integration which can be 
conveniently implemented in our setting. Let fjf ,^ - - -, fj£\ an Lid. sample of size M from <f>  ^| v£c»j ) , 
then the Monte Carlo approximation of (7) is given by 
E[:e(V|y,f) |y;Vu )] (8) 
G N<*] M 
-  E E Z  0=1 i=l m=l 
P =(*) 
5 3  5 3 i o 8  f  ( y «  =  c j  i  ;  ^ f c )  +  l o g  0  t o  i  v ' f o  )  
*=1 j=i 
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where 
6ml 
A large value of M is required to assure sufficient accuracy since the approximation in (8) is based 
on the weak law of large numbers and it contains the ratio of two Monte Carlo integrals. 
3.1.2 Maximization Step 
Because of the conditional independence of the observed variables given the latent variables, we can 
separate the parameter space of * into components corresponding to each outcome variable and the 
latent variables. Therefore, we can maximize expression (8) by mnv-imiring each 
G N<e) M 
g=l 1=1 m=l 
c(fc) 
53 lo6 p (%* = c# i ; v>fc) j=i Smi (^
U )),  k = l, - , p  
and 
N(e) Af 
53 53log<i> (%-1 ^ f(") cm< . g = i,c 
(9) 
(10) 
t=l m=l 
separately. 
Since the later expression consists of a weighted log-likelihood function of a multivariate normal 
distribution, closed form solutions can be easily obtained for . In particular, expression (10) is 
maximized for 
g'la^W) 
fte) M«) M 
e ë "<»<»> «>) 
1=1 m=l x 
and 
N<a) M 
= 
e e, (%S-fâ") (55 -*&") sïï «) 
NC») Af 
To maximize expression (9), we solve 
where S is given by 
e ë #"><"!!' m") 1=1 m=l x ' 
s = 0, 
- â r Z Z Z  
G Aft»' M 
àtp g=l i=l m=l 
c(fc) 
53 6*s lo8 p (»« = °j i 
>=1 
®s2 
(a) 
(12) 
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G jv<») M 
-  E E E  9=1 t=l rrt=l 
55 i95"p(!'" =<* i®*») 
j=1 ''(»"= «>l si :*i) 
«&> ;»(*ù>). 
Let Vfc € • such that S (Vt) = 0. There is no closed form solution for equation (II) so we have to 
apply an iterative optimization procedure. For a one-step Fisher scoring algorithm, we consider Taylor 
series expansion of S (i£k) around ij>k, 
0 = S « S (tf k) + ($k - it>k  ^^-S (Vk). 
Therefore, at iteration I of the one-step Fisher scoring algorithm within iteration j of the Monte Carlo 
EM algorithm we have 
where 
G JV<»> Af 
hK"'1) = EEE 
i=l m=l 
^  ^ t r r y = < = ' ' j + l ) )  
EC j=i 
(13) 
_kv 
d3 
"?mi (V,(J)) -
The derivatives ^-P (yl£] = c, | and = c, | are given in the Ap­
pendix. 
It may happen that expression (9) has a relative mmrmmm for 7ti £ [0,1]. This solution is clearly 
inadmissible. If this occurs at iteration j, we set 
7w 
,0+1) _ i l-7o , if7w+l) > 1 
7o ,  ^7w < 0 
where y0 is a fixed value close to 0 (e.g., 70 = 0.01). 
3.2 Convergence of Monte Carlo EM Algorithm 
The convergence of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm is a difficult issue. The E-step is approximated 
through stochastic integration so that the nice monotonicity property of the deterministic EM algorithm 
does no longer hold. In the deterministic EM algorithm, the change in the parameter value from iteration 
j to j + 1 is decreasing with increasing iterations. However in the Monte Carlo EM algorithm, this 
change may be swamped by the Monte Carlo error. Therefore, one should increase the Monte Carlo 
sample size M with increasing iterations. Several strategies have been suggested to increase M (e.g., 
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Chan and Kuk, 1997; McCulloch, 1997). In these methods the Monte Carlo EM is implemented in 
three phases: 
1. Burn-in phase: A small Monte Carlo size M is used resulting in a relatively large Monte Carlo 
error which does not affect much the change in the E-Step. 
2. Growing phase: M is increased linearly with each the Monte Carlo EM iteration to reduce the 
Monte Carlo error. 
3. Stationary phase: The algorithm is run with a large M so that the effect of the Monte Carlo error 
is small. 
The convergence of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm can then be determined during the stationary 
phase. One way is to approximate the log-likelihood function (4) at iteration j during the stationary 
phase through Monte Carlo integration, that is 
G N l l )  p 
f (*U)i y)=5353 52 kg 
8=1 t=l fc=l 
Convergence is determined at iteration j +• 1 if 
v t fff [f (<&' - s i I *&) 
m=l y=i J 
î(ij>u+l)\ y) - î(ii>U)\ y)| <6, 
(14) 
(15) 
where 6 has a pre-defined value. 
In our numerical example and simulation studies, we used the following setup to increase the Monte 
Carlo sample size: M = 50 for iterations 1 — 19 (burn-in phase), M is increased linearly by 150 for 
iterations 20—53 (growing phase), Af = 5,000 for iterations > 53 (stationary phase). For the pre-defined 
value 6 in (15) we chose 0.001. 
3.3 Estimation of Asymptotic Standard Errors 
We can estimate asymptotic standard errors for the MLE of xj) using a Monte Carlo version of the 
Louis formula (Louis, 1982) for computing the observed information matrix. In particular, Louis (1982) 
shows the observed information matrix can be written as 
d2 Iy(«0 = E 
. dit>rt>t 
r (1M y .f) | y  — Var (iMy.f) |y 
[à'" Let tfp denotes the MLE of Then Elc!" (i£ | y,f) A | y =0 and therefore i»»# 
=
E C* I I y] -E W <* I (sr (*1 y'f),.„-)T 1 yl •(16) 
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The right-hand side of (16) can be conveniently approximated via Monte Carlo integration, that is 
a2 
x l* (* i y> fv=s i y] 
g n<e) m 02 
I" dî/n/f1 
= -EEE diwt 
+ tog <t> (TL°i i C) ) _ t"m< (v>0)) 
p =w 
53 53 lQg p (vu = c, I  ^; ^ fc) 
*=1 7=1 
i*-». 
and 
p <=(*) 
£53togp (y^ )  = c3 l%;iAk)+tog4(% liAn.)) 
g at<»1 m 
* EEE g=l «=1 m=l 
_d_ 
drj> 
i»-» 
tn 
_d_ 
dtp 
xw 
\ 
;(») 
p c(k) 
53 53 6«ë log P (y£? = c, | ; Vit) + log <*> | V>f«) ) 
*=i j=i 
(*U)  -
i# . 
Note that 
d_ 
dtp E53togP (y  ^=<h \f%l;tpk) + log<t> to | Vf(.)) fc=u=i 
= (Smi (^l) -•••- 8$ (^p) , SS (tfff.l ))T 
i#-» 
and 
a2 
dtptp1 
p =(*) 
53 53 *8# ios p (y*?) = ci i ;*fik)+ log <t> to | vfo ) 
fc=i >=i 
i# -» 
= 
dia8 {hmi (^i) - • • •. (^p) , h^] ) } , 
The quantities S^j] (tp^&nd H^] (^*k) (fc = l,...,p) are by-products of the Monte Carlo EM algo­
rithm. They are computed in the last iteration from (12) and (13).  ^H^] J are 
easily computed by 
Smi ^~2 I - 2 - Ef<i) (%' -
i»-# 
and 
i - \ (% - eri) (^fï ~ #**•>)) 
I# "• 
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Under mild regularity conditions, it can be shown by standard asymptotic theory that the MLE tf> is 
mwaint^nt and that its asymptotic distribution is multivariate normal with mean vector V and covariance 
matrix equal to the inverse of the information matrix which can be estimated by (16). 
3.4 Model Diagnostic and Misclassification Test 
3.4.1 Goodness of Fit 
We introduce a goodness of fit test statistic, which can be used to test appropriateness of a particular 
latent variable model with miaclasmfied polytomous outcome variables (3). Let I ^V>| denote the 
approximate log-likelihood function at the MLE rjj which can be computed based on Monte Carlo 
approximation in the last step of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm as given in (14). Moreover, let 
Ltat ^»| y j denote the log-likelihood function of the saturated model, that is, the log-likelihood function 
of a multinomial distribution with [c (fc)]p categories where y0 is the vector of observed frequencies 
for each category. Then, under the null hypothesis that the proposed latent variable model (4) is 
appropriate, 
X2 = -2 (T(*| y) - Isat (*| y)) (17) 
is approximately distributed as a x2 with fll=i ie (*)] — 1 — p degrees of freedom, where p denotes the 
number of outcome variables, c (fc) the number of categories for outcome variable k, and q the number of 
free parameters in model (3). This x2 approximation requires a large sample size so ensure sufficiently 
large number of observations in each response pattern category of the saturated multinomial model. In 
practice, the x2 approximation of (17) tends to be numerically unstable because the expected frequencies 
of some response pattern categories of the saturated multinomial model are often less than 5. However, 
the test is still very useful for model selection by comparing the corresponding x2 values. Alternatively, 
one might consider pooling the response pattern categories with small expectations until all expected 
frequencies are equal or exceed 5. In principle, it does not matter which patterns are pooled, but for 
purposes of displaying the observed and the expected frequencies, it is convenient to pool neighboring 
frequencies (Bock and Aitken, 1981). Then the degrees of freedom of the likelihood ratio test should be 
changed to H*=i (c (*)1P ~ 1—<%—g, where cq denotes the number of pooled response pattern categories 
of the saturated multinomial model. 
3.4.2 Test of Misclassification 
A researcher might be particularly interested in testing whether a particular misclassification is 
present. Unfortunately, standard mAwmum likelihood theory can not be applied directly since in model 
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(3) the null hypothesis that there is no misclassification for some or all outcome variables, that is, 
7 kj = 0 (* € {!,--• ,p}, j € {1, - - • ,c(k) — 1}) is associated with a boundary value. Instead, we suggest 
to fix an ignorable or tolerable misclassification level 70 > 0 and test 
Ho : 7 kj < 7o vs Ha : 7fc, > 7o. 
using a Wald test based on the asymptotic standard errors from Section 3.3. In practice, one would 
fix the misclassification level 70 to 0.025,0.05, or 0.1. It should be noted that fixing a very small 70 
requires a large sample size to assure the asymptotic normality under the null hypothesis. 
4 Simulation Study 
To examine the adequacy of the proposed method, a simulation experiment was performed. 
4.1 Simulation Design 
We consider a confirmatory factor analysis model with four dichotomous indicators and one factor. 
The outcome variables are misclassified according to a monotone misclassification pattern as described 
in Section 2. In particular, let 
I, l+exp {—(o*+^ *A)> ' if J — 1 (18) l+«xp}â2+4*A) ' if j = 2 
where c, < (%,k = 1,-4,i = 1,---,JV and /< ~ N ^0,(7^denotes the latent variable. Note that 
yk denotes the misclassification parameter for outcome variable k, that is, the probability of observing 
Ci when the true response is eg for yk. To identify model (18), we fix Oi = 0 and = 1. To generate 
misclassified data, we set 
7i = 72 = 0-2, 
7a = 74 = 0.1, 
<*2 = <13 = «4 = 1, 
02 ~ — 04 — 2, 
and = 1. Two models were fitted to the generated misclassified data: 
(Ml) Model (18), where 71,73,73,y4 ,ak ,0k  (fc = 2,3), and are set to be free parameters. 
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(M2) Model (18), where 7i,72,7a,74 are fixed to 0 while atk,0k (* = 2,3),and (rj are set to be free 
parameters. 
4.2 Implementation 
The Monte Carlo EM algorithm as described in Section 3 was used to perform this simulation study. 
The number of replications for each simulation was 100. Simulations were conducted for sample size 
N — 100 and N = 1,000 respectively. The stopping rule described in 3.2 was used to determine when to 
terminate the Monte Carlo EM algorithm. The M-step required most of the computation time within 
each iteration while the evaluations of the likelihoods in the Ef steps required relatively little time. The 
Monte Carlo EM algorithm converged on average after less then 100 iterations. All computations were 
performed in R version 1.3.1. 
4.3 Aspects of Performance 
In this simulation study, we evaluate the following three aspects of performance: 
1. Bias of parameter estimates: For each parameter of model Ml, we computed the means of the 
parameter estimates across the 100 replications and the root mean squared (RMS) error was 
compared to the true value. 
2. Goodness of fit: The goodness of fit statistic (17) was computed for model Ml and compared with 
a x2 distribution with 4 degrees of freedom. Analogously, the goodness of fit statistics (17) was 
computed for model M2 and compared with a x2 distribution with 8 degrees of freedom. First, 
we compared the mean and variance of the 100 goodness of fit statistic values for models Ml and 
M2 with theoretical mean and variance, that is, 4 and 8 for model Ml and 8 and 16 for model 
M2. Second, we compared the empirical distributions with the theoretical distributions at specific 
probability points. Finally, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test that the 100 goodness 
of fit statistics of models Ml and M2 were distributed as X4 and Xg, respectively. 
3. Power for misclassification test: The misclassification test as described in 3.4.2 with a misclassi­
fication level of 70 = 0.05 was used to each test 
(a) H o  : 7i < 0.05 vs. H A  : ~ f l >  0.05. 
(b) Hq : 73 < 0.05 vs. HA : 73 > 0.05. 
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The power of this test was computed as the percentage of correctly rejecting the test out of the 
100 simulation replications. 
4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Bias of Parameter Estimates 
The means and root mean squared (RMS) error of the parameter estimates for model Ml over the 
100 replications are summarized in Table 2. When N = 300, the slope parameters 0k are slightly 
overestimated while the intercept parameters are underestimated. The situation improves when sample 
size is increased. The RMS errors for the misclassification parameters are considerable smaller than for 
the other model parameters. As expected, the RMS error decreases when sample size increases. 
4.4.2 Goodness of Fit 
The results on the goodness of fit statistic are summarized in Table 3 and in Figure 1. When 
fitting model Ml, the empirical distribution of the 100 goodness of fit statistics reasonably resembles 
a x2 distributed with 4 degrees of freedoms. For N = 100, the Type I error appears to be smaller 
than the desired level of 5% and 10% so that correct models tend to be wrongly rejected. This is 
improved, when the sample size is increased to jV = 1,000. Since the data were generated according 
to the misclassification model, the empirical distribution of the goodness of fit statistic of model M2 
does not resemble the theoretical x2 distribution with 8 degrees of freedom and consequently, the test 
statistic values are much larger than the null distribution expects. Specifically, the sample means and 
variances are not close to the expected values of 8 and 16, and the p values of the Kolmogorov-Smimov 
test are very small. The discrepancy between the empirical and theoretical becomes larger as the sample 
size increases. 
4.4.3 Power of Misclassification Test 
The power for detecting a misclassification of the generated data, that is, 7X = 72 = 0.2,73 = 74 = 
0.1, using misclassification test as described in 3.4.2 is given Table 4 as the percentages of correctly 
rejecting the null hypothesis among the 100 replications. To detect a misclassification rate of 20% a 
sample size of TV = 100 provides a power of 79% at a significance level of 0.05 and a power of 92% at 
a significance level of 0.10, respectively. On the other hand, to detect a misclassification rate of 10% a 
sample size of JV = 100 provides a power of 24% at a significance level of 0.05 and a power of 31% at a 
significance level of 0.10. 
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Table 2 Accuracy of parameter estimates: Means and RMS errors of model 
Mean of parameter estimates RMS error 
JV = 100 N = 1,000 JV = 100 # = 1,000 
71 0.193 0.198 0.054 0.028 
72 0.220 0.200 0.094 0.071 
73 0.130 0.104 0.084 0.052 
74 0.133 0.098 0.085 0.056 
"2 0.992 1.013 0.294 0.189 
a3 0.965 1.012 0.295 0.133 
<*4 0.977 0.998 0.267 0.150 
A 2.139 2.048 0.409 0.233 
03 2.096 1.994 0.387 0.196 
04 2.122 2.034 0.376 0.194 
1.054 1.013 0.188 0.147 
Table 3 Goodness of fit: Means and variances of goodness of fist statistic val­
ues across 100 replications; Percentage frequencies for which the test 
statistic values are larger than the 5% and 10% percentiles of the 
N = 100 N = 1,000 
Ml M2 Ml M2 
Mean 3.95 10.211 4.15 21.83 
Variance 8.75 22.80 8.82 52.98 
5% 0.02 0.18 0.07 0.89 
10% 0.07 0.27 0.12 0.92 
KS test p value 0.46 0.012 0.74 <0.01 
5 Application 
In this section, we consider an application from a substance abuse prevention study where the 
primary outcome variables are in polytomous form and where the subject matter suggests that the 
responses are associated with misclassification errors. The example is from the Capable Family and 
Youth (CAFAY) project (Goldberg et al., 2001) which was conducted at the Institute for Social and 
Behavioral Research at Iowa State University. The CAFAY project is a study of family and school 
based programs designed to prevent teen substance abuse and other problem behaviors through youth 
and family skill training. Participants in the study were families of seventh grader enrolled in 36 
Iowa schools in northeast Iowa. These schools were randomly assigned to one of three experimental 
conditions. One group of students received the Life-Skills Training Program (LSTP) at school through 
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Table 4 Power for misclassification test: Percentages of correctly rejecting the 
null hypothesis that 7% < 0.05 and 73 < 0.05 at a significance level of 
#6 : 7i S 0.05 flo : 73 < 0.05 
significance level 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 
N = 100 0.79 0.92 0.24 0.31 
TV = 1,000 1.00 1.00 0.32 0.39 
1*1 «ml 
rar-
• cor 
Figure 1 Comparison of emprical CDFs of goodness of fit statistics values for 
models Ml and M2 with theoretical x2 distribution CDFs. 
a program developed by Cornell University Medical center, and their families participated in the Iowa 
Strengthening Families Program (ISFP), adapted by the Institute of Social and Behavioral Research 
at Iowa State University. This group is denoted as LSTP-ISFP group. The second group consists of 
families whose seventh graders received only the school-based training (LSTP group). The third group 
consists of families where the parents received reading material on youth development (control group). 
There were 216 families assigned to the LSTP-ISFP group, 183 to the LSTP group, and 202 to the 
control group. Data were based on in-home and in-school interviews one year after the intervention 
program has been completed. From the research questions addressed in this study, we focus on how 
the three experimental conditions affect the substance abuse behavior of the target children of the 
participating families. Based on the knowledge of the underlying study, a confirmatory factor analysis 
models that involves two non overlapping factors is used to analyze the data. The first factor is denoted 
as Target Substance Behavior (TSB). It represents the substance abuse behavior of the target child 
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in each family and consists of three indicators. The target child was asked about his/her activities 
concerning tobacco, alcohol, and other substances during the last 12 months. They were asked to 
answer yes or no to the following three questions about : (i) "Have you smoked any cigarettes ?", (ii) 
"Have you been drunken from drinking beer, wine, wine coolers, or liquor ?", and (iii) "Have you used 
marijuana ?". The second factor is denoted as Parents Substance Behavior (PSB) and represents the 
parents behavior concerning tobacco and alcohol use when their child is present. This factor consists of 
three indicators. The parents of the target child were asked to answer yes or no to the following three 
questions about tobacco and alcohol activities during the last 12 months: (i) "Has your child brought 
cigarettes to a family member or lit a cigarette for you or another family member ?", (ii) "Has child 
brought, opened, or poured a drink containing alcohol for you or another family member ?" (iii) "Has 
your child seen you drink alcohol ?". Note that for all six indicators it is realistic to assume a monotone 
misclassification pattern as described in Section 2. For instance, consider the question "Have you used 
marijuana ?". If a target child did not smoke marijuana during the last 12 months it is reasonable to 
assume a "no" response to that question. However, if the child indeed smoked marijuana during the 
last 12 months, he/she might response with "yes" (correct classification) or "no" (misclassification) to 
that particular question. 
Let y[a\y2°\ and y  ^ represent the three indicators for TSB and y^\yi9\ and y  ^ the three 
indicators for PSB for experimental condition g (g = LSTP-ISFP, LSTP, Control). As described in 
Section 2, we can write a latent variable model with misclassified binary outcome variables, that is, 
l+exp{-(a fc  + /3 fe lTSP<» ))}' 
6 = 1,2,3 
(19) 
t  = 4,5,6 
where 
for k = 1, • • •,6 and i = 1, • • •, 
lb identify model (19), we fix 
ai —04=0 
and 
011 — 042 — 1 
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Table 5 p values for testing Hp : yk < 0.05 vs. Ha : 7t > 0.05 
k p value 
1 0.030 
2 0.219 
3 0.064 
4 0.017 
5 0.309 
6 0.224 
Table 6 ML estimates for misclassification and measurement parameters 
Misclassification parameter Measurement parameter 
Parameter ML estimate Parameter ML estimate Parameter ML estimate 
7i 0.182 03 0.562 021 -0.643 
72 0.081 <*3 2.350 031 -0.662 
73 0.111 <*5 0.125 052 -0.547 
74 0.143 o=6 0.138 063 -0.283 
75 0.070 
76 0.088 
This form allows straightforward interpretation of the factor variables, which is particularly useful for 
coherent multi-group analysis. 
The Monte Carlo EM algorithm as described in Section 3 was used to compute the m»Yimmn 
likelihood estimates. The stopping rule described in 3.3 was employed to determine when to terminate 
the Monte Carlo EM algorithm . The convergence of the algorithm is monitored for the approximated 
log-likelihood function (14) in Figure 1. Convergence was reached rapidly after 177 iterations. A 
tolerable misclassifciation level of •>„ = 0.05 was determined for this study. The hypothesis, 
Ho: y k <  0.05 vs. Ha  : 7* > 0.05, 
was tested for each k = 1, • • - , 4 using a Wald test. The p values for each test are displayed in Table 5. 
The results indicate that there is significant misclassification for questions 1,3, and 4 when testing at a 
significance level of 0.10. 
The ML estimates for the measurement parameters (ak,(3k) and misclassification parameters fk of 
model (19) are shown in Table 6. Note that the estimates for the misclassification parameters have 
a meaningful interpretation, that is, 7% = 0.182 indicates that a target child who smoked cigarettes 
during the last 12 months will answer "No" with probability 0.182 to the question "Have you smoked 
any cigarettes ?". The ML estimates for the parameters corresponding to the latent variables are 
summarized in Tbble 7. A lower factor mean is associated with a higher probability of answering "No" 
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Table 7 ML estimates for latent variab e parameters 
LSTP-ISFP group LSTP group Control group 
"A -1.391 -1.282 -0.940 
-2.655 -2.461 -2.436 
" f x  1.102 0.688 0.905 
Vfl/l  0.116 0.161 0.123 
A 0.332 0.269 0.273 
to the six questions. The researchers were particularly interested in comparing the factor means of the 
two latent constructs TSB and PSB between the three experimental conditions. A test of equivalence 
between the factor means of the three experimental conditions provided a p value of < 0.01 for TSB and 
0.02 for PSB. Comparing the factor means of both latent constructs from the LSTP-ISFP and ISFP 
group with the control group factor means provided a p value of < 0.01 and 0.03. This indicates that 
there is a significant intervention effect for the Life-Skills Training Program as well as for the combined 
Life-Skills Training-Iowa Strengthening Families Program on the latent constructs TSB and PSB after 
accounting for misclassification. 
6 Conclusions 
In this paper, we have introduced a novel approach for analyzing latent variable models with mis-
classified polytomous outcome variables. In this approach, we assume a monotone misclassification 
pattern, that is, misclassification may occur only in one direction. This is a reasonable assumption in 
many psychosocial studies where data are based on interview questions with ordinal categories. The 
parameterization used in our approach is also useful for coherent multi-sample situations and pro­
vides meaningful parameter interpretation. Maximum likelihood estimation is performed using an EM 
algorithm where the E-Step is computed via simple Monte Carlo integration. One might also con­
sider importance sampling (Tanner, 1991) which would be more computet intensive than the current 
approach. The M-step is computed using an iteratively weighted least square procedure. We have 
demonstrated how to compute asymptotic standard errors for the parameter how to assess the conver­
gence of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm. Furthermore, we have proposed a simple goodness of fit test 
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Figure 2 Values of the approximated log-likelihood function at each 
Monte-Carlo EM algorithm iteration step. 
statistics to evaluate the appropriateness of the model and a misclassification test to determine if there 
is misclassdfication for some or all outcome variables. 
Interest in latent variable models with polytomous outcome variables has increased recently in the 
social and behavior sciences. The incorporation of misclassification error in our approach is an important 
contribution because it has not been addressed previously and because of its practical application in 
many psychosocial studies. 
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Appendix 
We calculate the first and second derivative of P = Cj 11; Vt) which are required in the 
M-Step of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm = 7ki, ~1k(c(k)-i) ,0*1,- ,ûk(c ( fc )_1),/3 fc): 
1. If j = 1 : 
(»« = cj1 ®'**)= 1 -
£*• - » 1 • 
m" (»«'-^ ® *) -
All other elements of = c, | are 0. 
9 7  „ « • * » / =  s  1  ®  '  * » ) =  
83 dyk IBSÏ V ~ ('«{-«.•-*îïs})j 
(l-HDtp{-afcI-^ J^ f,)}) (1+«p{-a»i-^ r^ f.>}) 
d2 
da/tidfl  çp (yJti1  =c> 
_ 2(i-i&i)«pf2(-«*i))yg)r _ (i—rfct)«p(-a>i-gr^?i }y f l)r 
a2 
d0kd/3£ 
-p (^} =cj l^iîv'fc) 
_ 
2(^>i)««p{a(-<»>i-gf^fi))yg)yg)r _ }ygrai>)r 
(1+«p{-akl-^})3 m< m* (l+«p{-afcl-ar?m'>})3 ' 
All other elements of = c, | ^  ; t/>k) are 0. 
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2. If 1 < j  < c(k) -  1 
9^p (»« = '' 1 ®*0 =-l+ i*-p(-«J-u-»f&,') '  
d 
da fc 
a 
a^-p (»"=" ' ® *) -
^p(yu =<b\(XÏ;4>k) 
_ (l~7><)«p(-a»j-/»?%(}yfl) _ 
(l+«p{_^_^})' m< (l+«p{_^_„_^})' m* " 
All other elements of ^-P = c, | ; V»t) are 0. 
»,jL,p = =i 1 &''**)= 
-S»*U-.)P = Cj 1 =(,%!{ZZZ%A)" 
(»%'=% i 
_ 
2(i~^»j)«»p{2(-q^-^r^fi)} _ (!-->*,)«»p{-<»>j-^r^f,'} 
(l-H«xp{-o*,-flff^ J}) }) 
d2 
d7kjd$ 
thku 
^~wp  (»« = ci i t£hi>k) dakjd&i 
2(1-^» ) «p{ 2 (~Q*J -0ÏTZJ ) } -Xg)T _ (l-7>i) e«p{-a>i-^ r^  }ffa)T 
(l+«p{_..,_^ })' mi (1+«P {-»,-^ }) m< ' 
2(1~T*u-i))«xp{2(~a*g-t)-^ r^ ft))} _ (i—r>a-i)) «tp{-a*(j-L)-^ r^ ft} 
(1+«p{ -««oil })3  (l+«Kp{-a.^_i, -^2% })' 
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3(*— 
(l-Hocp{ 
i-ii)*»p(2(-0*o-x)-^r^f«)}y<i)r _ (1-*r*(i-i))<acp{-°>a-i)-<9r^f.'}ya)r 
h« {-w-0-flrîïï})" "" (l-hap{-a»(j_l)-aj'?^i })a ™ ' 
d2 
p(»«> = c, ll^îv'fc) 
_ 3(1-71 ) «p{ -am -2l% } y_ (1—r>j ) ««p{ -Q-i-3^' }-g(fl)yg)T 
(14-»{—«-«%!/})* m* mi (1m< mi 
2(1—y*c>—i) ) "p{ ~a*o -1) } yg)f(a)r , ( 1~t*o - h ) "»>{ ~a»» -» -^1% 
(l+ « p { — ( l + « x p { — } ) '  
a2 
&l>k&l>k 
AU other elements of —-^-yP (p&f = c, | f^iVk) are 0. 
3. If j  =c(*) : 
("« 'c'1 = "1+ 
-p(S2>-,, .-atr<g»j' da k(e(k)-
AU other elements of ^-P = c, | are 0. 
a7.w«-s°»w«v = 1 e*: *0 = 
p ( # - *  i « s . ^ ) =  
d7ik(c(fc)-i)d/3* 
a2 ("L" = «1 y™': *') 
_ SQ—U(c(>)_d)«xp(-a>(c(>)_„} (l-T>(c(»-i))«tp{-a>(e(»-i)-^ r^ f.') 
(i+*xp{_a«c'c*)-i)-^*^?4>}) (i+«p{ -«*(«(*)-!) }) ' 
— ir-p =cj l49ii ^ fc) 
aafc(c(fc)-i)a/3fc 
_ 3(l-7»(e(»-i)  «xp{2(—q>Cc(t)—L) -effîzl )}ya)T 
, (1-*^ »(c(»-i)) —p{-a»(e(»)-H-^ >%4 }a*)T 
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(i+«p{-. })3 m« *mi 
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(l+«p{-=K ,^-L,-^})' ^4n< " 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
There has been an increasing interest in latent variable modeling with non-normal outcome vari­
ables in recent years. Polytomous response variables are commonly encountered in practice. There 
has been a lot of attention in finding an appropriate solution in situations where some or all outcome 
variables are in polytomous form. The existing approaches are based on a threshold model and the 
estimation is performed by using a multi-stage GLS estimation procedure with limited first and second 
order sample information (e.g., Muthén, 1984; Lee and Poon, 1987; Jdreskog, 1990; Lee, POon, and 
Bentler, 1992 & 1995). Today, multi-stage GLS estimation procedures for latent variable models with 
polytomous response are widely used since they have been implemented in popular software packages 
including LISREL/PRELIS (Joreskog and Stirbom, 1996), EQS (Bentler, 1992), LISCOMP (Muthén, 
1987), and Mplus (Muthén and Muthén, 1998). However, it has been demonstrated that the multi-stage 
generalized least square procedure can perform poorly in situations of low prevalence, small sample size, 
and large number of indicator variables (e.g., Reboussin and Liang, 1998). Moreover, multi-stage GLS 
estimators are not asymptotically efficient and the goodness of fit tests do not have the optimal proper­
ties of a likelihood ratio test. Another drawback of the existing approaches is that they lack flexibility 
and cannot be applied directly to multi-group analysis. Therefore, existing approaches may not always 
be an appropriate tool for analyzing latent variable models where some or all outcome variables are in 
polytomous form so that there is a high demand in developing rigorous statistical methods for these 
situations. This motivated us to write the first paper. In this paper, we have proposed a parameter­
ization for latent variable models with mixed-type outcome variables. The approach allows outcome 
variables from any exponential family yet outcomes do not have to come from the same exponential 
family. The parameterization used in our approach is particularly useful for multi-group analysis since 
it allows fixing any type of parameters across different groups and meaningful parameter interpretation. 
We have proposed a computationally feasible EM algorithm to compute mnirimiim likelihood estimates 
where the E-step is approximated via Monte-Carlo integration. For the M-step we suggested to use 
an iteratively weighted least squares estimation procedure. Although our procedure requires heavier 
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computations than multi-stage GLS estimation procedures, it provides estimates that are fully efficient. 
Furthermore, our approach allows a flexible choice for the distribution of the latent variables. We have 
demonstrated how to compute asymptotic standard errors and how to compute reliable starting values. 
In the special case, where we consider a model with a mixture of several normal outcome variables 
and is single polytomous outcome variable and where we assume normality for the latent variables, 
we can express a log-likelihood function which can be conveniently maximized directly using standard 
optimization procedures. We presented the results of three simulation studies. In the first study, we 
illustrated the implementation of our approach for a simple single-group confirmatory factor analysis 
model. In the second study, we compared the efficiency of our approach with the traditional multi-stage 
GLS estimation approach for the special case of a single group analysis situation. In the third study, 
we validated the benefits of the new approach for a multi-group analysis. Finally, we demonstrated the 
usefulness of our approach by analyzing data from a substance abuse prevention study. The approach 
presented in the first paper should be easily extendable to censored outcome variables and to incorpo­
rate longitudinal effects. Much work needs to be pursued in the area of model selection and goodness of 
fit. A natural extension of our approach would be to consider models with over dispersion. This would 
be very useful, for example, in assessing the variability of polytomous responses. Specifically, in many 
psychosocial applications where responses are obtained through questionnaires, misclassification should 
be considered. This problem provided the motivation of the second paper where we have proposed a 
novel approach which takes into account the response error associated with the measured polytomous 
outcome variables. In this approach, a monotone misclassification pattern is assumed, that is, misclas­
sification may occur only in one direction. Appropriate identification conditions were discussed. The 
parameterization used in our approach is also useful for coherent multi-sample situations and provides 
meaningful parameter interpretation. Because of the complexity of the proposed model, it is in not feasi­
ble to obtain maximum likelihood estimates via direct maximization of the observed data log-likelihood 
function. Instead, we used the common strategy of treating the latent variables as missing data and 
use an EM algorithm to compute the maximum likelihood estimates of the measurement, structural 
and misclassification parameters. To eliminate the heavy computation in evaluating the complicated 
multiple integrals in the E-step of the original EM algorithm, we applied Monte Carlo integration to 
approximate the E-step. The M-step was computed by iteratively reweighted least square estimation. 
Moreover, we discussed model diagnostic tools and a test procedure to the misclassification. The 
approach was illustrated with a real example from a substance abuse prevention study where the nature 
of the problem requires the consideration of misclassified responses. A generalization to the monotone 
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misclassification assumption in our approach would be to allow misclassification in both directions. 
Specifically, let y* denote the ith true response and ft the i1* observed response with categories 1, , c, 
then we could write 
P(Vi < Cj |  yl > Cj) = 
P (Vi > Cj | VÎ < Cj) = T)j, 
for j = 1 ,•••, c and the conditional probability of given the latent variable f< can be expressed as 
P(Vi < c, I f<) = (1-Vj) Piv' <Cj)+7jP(Vi > Cj), 
where Vj,7j € (0,1) denote the misclassification parameters. However, without further restrictions this 
model is not identified. One possibility to identify the model is to restrict > rjy The other techniques 
presented in the second paper can then be applied analogously for this modified model. 
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